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Des'cription of species (continued) 
Family Fusul!i-nidae l¥1OLLER， 1878 
Subfamily Staffel1inae A. M.-MACLAY， 1949 
Genus Pseudoendothyra 1¥任ICHAILOV，1939 
Pseudoendothyγαsp. 
(Plate VI， Figure 14) 
Only one axial section was obtained， which is highly replaced by secondary minerali-
zation. The following brief accounts are given on the base of this specimen. Shell 
small， with broadly angular central portion， but with narrowly rounded central portion 
in inner volutions. Lateral slopes nearly straight or slightly concave. Number of 
volutions seems to be about 4. Diameter is about 0.754 mm. Form ratio is 0.5. Mode 
of spirotheca， chomata and tunnel can hardly be described owing to secondary minerali-
zation. In general shell features the present specimen belongs to the genus Pseudoendo-
thyγα. 
Material: - Reg. no. PF 1275， loc. 2， the Itl fossil zone at Itadorigawa. 
Occurrence: - Only one specimen occurs in the Itl fossil zone of the Itadorigawa 
group at 1 tadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Pseudoendothyra ? sp. 
(Plate VI， Figures 10-13) 
Several incomplete axial sections are at hand. They are so highly replaced by 
secondary mineralization that they cannot be detellnined exactly. The follovving brief 
accounts are given for these specimens: Shell subspherical with a round periphery. 
Inner volutions seem to possess a subangular or narrowly rounded periphery. Number 
of volutions is at least 4 to 5. Diameter is 1.148 to 1.763 mm. Chomata and tunnel are 
indistinct. Proloculus is spherical and its outside diameter is 49 microns in a sagittal 
section. In a well preserved part of the outer volutions spirotheca is thick and consists 
of a indistinct tectum， a thick diaphanotheca， and thin upper and lower tectoria. 
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Material:一-Reg. no. PF 1243， 1244， 1245， 1246， 10c. 2， the lt1 fossil zone. 
Remarks: - The p1'esent specimens diffe1' f1'om the type-species of Pseudoendothyra， 
Fusulinella struvii MOLLER， in shell fo1'm which is lenticular in the latte1'. Acco1'ding to 
RAUSER (1959， p. 207)， shel1 form of Pseudoendothyra is lenticula1'， nautiloid， to sphe1'ical 
in adult stage with umbilical a1'eas f1'om angula1' to concave. ln shell foロn，the p1'esent 
specimens 1'esemb1e some sphe1'ical fOllns of Pseudoendothyra and of Staffella. ln smalle1' 
numbe1' of volutions， howeve1'， the present specimens 1'esemble Pseudoendothyra mo1'e th.an 
Staffella、
Occurrence: - The p1'esent specimens occu1' 1'arely in the 1 t 1 fossil zone of the 1 tado1'i-
gawa g1'oup at ltadorigawa， Ku1'osegawa-village Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime P1'efectu1'e. One 
doubtfuI specimen occurs f1'om the 1t3 fossil zone at 10c. 62 of ltado1'igawa. 
Subfamily Ozawainel1inae THOMPSON et FORSTER， 1937 
Genus Eostaffella &ぇUSER，1948 
1948 RAUSER， Tp. I1HCT. reo入. HayK AH CCCP， B:bII. 66， CTp. 15-16 
1951 RAUSER， Tp. I1HCT. reo入. HayK AH CCCP， cnpaB圃・onpe，l;.， CTp. 46 
1956 PUTRJA， Tp. BHl1rpl1， HOB. cep.， B:bIn. 98， " .L\1:~rKpoφayHa CCCP"， c6. 8， CTp. 
78 
1958 SHENG， Palaeont. Sinica no. 143， new ser. B， no. 7， p. 12， 70 
1959 RAUSER， AH CCCP MocKBa，“OCHQBbI lla入eOHTO入or耳目"， cロpaBOlI.na入eOHT.
reo入. CCCP，司.npOCTe員回目e，CTp. 208 
Type-species: - Eostaffella parastruvei RAUSER) 1948 
Remα市:- Acco1'ding to RAUSER 1959 (p. 208)， Eostaffella has the following sheU 
cha1'acte1': Shell discoidal 01' lenticula1' to nautiloid， involute; spi1'otheca undiffe1'entiated 
01' with a tectum， a p1'otheca and a weak oute1' tecto1'ium; Pseudochomata， and weak 
chomata p1'esent. 
Eostaffella diffe1's f1'om Milleγella THOMPSON， 1942 by that the latte1' has the mo1'e 
flattened shel1， and the more 1'apidly expan.ding and evolute 0ute1' volutions. Li泳keweiおse鳥' Pαarα?m?n2i似lμerel
shell， mo1'e massive chomata and more nea1'iy spherical shell (T'HOMPSON， 1934， p.7). 
lf the above cited diffe1'ence in chomata is igno1'ed， Paramillerella is quite similar to 
Eostaffella. Since the mode of chomata may not be a diffe1'ence of generic 1'ank in this 
case， Paramillerella may be included within Eostaffella eithe1' as a synonym 01' as a sub-
genus. Shell forms of thei1' type-species are somevvhat different f1'om each othe1'. 
Whether this difference can se1've as a subgene1'ic cha1'acteli must await fo1' futu1'@ investi圃
gation. He1'e， the gene1'ic name Eostaffella is aptlied in wide sense including Paramille・
rella. 
Compω官:
Eostaffella sp. cfr. Eostaがilabz'gemmicula (IGo)， 1957 
(Plate VI， Figures 1-5) 
1957 Mille7'ella bigemrnicula IGo， Sci. Rep. Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku， sec. C， vo1. 5， 
no. 47， p. 172-174， pl. 1， figs. 1-4，6，9，15， not 7，8，27 
Description of specimens frorn the Itadorigawa group: - Shell very smal1， usually symme圃
t1'ical and plano-lenticula1'， median po1'tion angula1' in outer volutions and 1'ounded in 
inne1' volutions， but in a small specimen (Pl. Vl， Figs. 5) median po1'tion is rounded 
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even in outer volutions. In general， volutions are in contact one after another at 
umbilical areas. Form ratio is 0.3 to 0.4. Length is 0.082 to 0.189 mm; diameter is 
0.226 to 0.389 mm. Number of volutions is 3 to 4. 
Pr叫oculusis 29 to 49 microns. Shell expands gradually. Spirotheca is usually 
undifferentiated and very thin. In outer volutions a tectum appears sometimes. Chomata 
ωe asymmetrical， weak1y developed and sometimes indistinct. 
Measurement: - See Table 1， p. 29. 
Aイaterial: Reg. no. PF 1218， 1220， 10c. 32; PF 1223， 10c. 20; PF 1067b， loc. 
37; PF 1222， 10c. 35， the It2 fossil zone at Itadorigawa， PF 1196， 1147a， 10c. 62， the It3 
fossil zone at I tador屯~awa.
Remarks: Millerella bigemmicula Ico， 1957 must be referred to Eostaffella， above 
mentioned， with regard to the very narrow umbilical areas and the rather involute sheU 
form. The present specimens closely resemble some specimens、includingthe ho]otype， 
of“Millerella" bigem7nicula IGo， 1957 (pl. 1， figs. 1-4，6，9. 10， 15) from the Millerslla 
bigemmicula-Pseudostaffellαkanumai subzone of the zone of Millerella in Fukuji， the l!ida 
Massif， but the chomata are not so well developed in the present ones as in the holotype. 
Therefo代 thepresent specimens are here cited as a comparable form of Eostaffellα 
bigemmicul，α. In Fukuji specimens there are some other ones (pl. 1， figs. 7， 8， 27) in 
which the last volution is more nearly rounded and the umbilical area is wider and more 
concave. In these respects they resemhle more closely Eostaffella (Millerella) umbilicata 
KIREEVA， 1951 (p. 62， pl.2"figs. 1，2) [=MillerellaJ from the upper Namurian to the 
Verei bed of the Russian Platforln and adj acent districts than E. bigemmicuZa. 
The present specimens di狂erfrom EostaffelZa multabilis RAUSER， 1951 (p. 56， 57， p1.1> 
figs. 23圃25)from the upper Kayalian Stage to the Kashir bed of the southeastern part 
of the Moscow Basin， in symmetrical shel1， more indistinct chomata and not endothyroid 
coiling. 
Occurrence: - The present specimens occur rarely from the I t2 and 1 t3 fossil zones 
of the Itadorigawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-vil1age， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime 
prefecture. 
Eos，tαrjfeiZαsp. 
(Plate VI， Figure 6) 
Shel1 very smaH inflated ]，enticular， with sharply angular central portion， convex 
umbilical areas， and straight lateral sides. Central portion of shell becomes angular in 
outer three volutions. Form ratio is 0.53. Diameter is 0.291 mm. Length is 0.156 
mm. Number of volutions is 4. Shel1 expands uniformly， but in last volution height 
of cham'ber expands only slightfy. Spirotheca is usually undifferentiated. Chomata 
are weakly developed and indistinct. Tunnel is indistinct. 
Measurement: - See Table 1， p.29. 
Mαterial: - Reg. no. PF 1221， 1oc. 37， the It2 fossil zone. 
Remarks and Comparison: - This species is represented by only one axial section. 
Accordingly， the above description cannot be regarded as being su伍cient. However， 
this specimen is supposed to resemble EostaffeZZa kashirica RAUSER， 1951 (p. 53， pl.1， 
figs. 13， 14) from the western part of the Moscow Basin in the form， size and poor develop-
ment of the chomata. More detailed comparison between the two is di伍cult until more 
su伍cientmaterial becomes available. 
Occurrence: - The 1 t2 fossil zone of the 1 tadorigawa group at 1 tadorigawa， Kurose-
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gawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Genus Millerella THUMPSUN， 1942 
Millerella ? sp. 
(Plate VI， Figures 7-9) 
Shell discoidal， with angular central portion and slightly concave umbilical己reas.
Shell usually slightly asymmetrical and highly variable from volution to volution. Last 
volution seems to be evolute in umbilical areas. Form ratio ofaxial length to rnaximum 
diameter is 0.2 to 0.3. Length is 0.086 to 0.111 mm. Diameter is 0.361 to 0.406 mm. 
Number of volutions is 3 to 3 1/2. Proloculus is 41 to 45 microns in diamεter. 
Shell coils loosely and expands Muiformly. Spirotheca is very thin and usually undi:fer-
entiated. In outer volutions a tectum appears sometimes. Chomata weak， discontinu-
ous， or indistinct. Tunnel indistrnct. 
Measuren'lent: - See Table 2， p. 29. 
Material: --Reg. no. PF 1195a， 1oc. 73; PF 1194a， 1207b， 1oc. 57， the It2 fossil 
zone， PF 1193b， loc. 62， the 1 t3fossil zone at 1 tadorigawa. 
Remarks: - Since the last volution seems to be evolute and since the shell coils loose-
ly， these specimens may belong to the genus Millerella. Since this form is represηnted 
by only three axial sections‘and the preservation ls very poor， i t isbetter to leave this 
species unnamed until more 叩 fticientrnaterial becomes available. 
Occurrence: - The present specimens occur rarely in the It2 and It3 fossil zones of 
the Itadorigawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village) Higashiuwa-gun， Ehjme 
Prefecture. 
Geous Ozawainella 'FHOMPSON， 1935 
Ozawα仇ellaangulata (CoLANr)， 1924 
(Plate VI， Figures 15-22) 
1924 Fusulinella angulαta COLA~I， Serv. Gる01.Indochine， Mem.， vo1. 11， fasc. 1， 
p. 74， 75， 132， 133， p L 2， figs. 12四14，16四18，20， 21， 35. 
1930 JStafJella angulata， LEE & CHEN， ~at. Res. Il1Rt. Geo1.， 1¥在en1.， no. 16， p.117， 
118， pl.7， .figs. 12回21.
1934 Orobias angulata， CHE~， Nat. Res. Inst. Geol.， Mem.， no. 16， p.38， 39， p1.6， 
figs. 1-4， 6， 20. 
1941 Ozaωα仇ellaangulata， TORIYAMA， Geol. Soc. Japan， J our.， vo1. 48， p.564， figs. 
1田 5.
(cfr) 1944 Ozawainella sp. cfr. Ozaωα仇ellaangulata， TORIYAMA， Japan. Jour. Geol. 
Geogr・， vol. 19， nos. 1-4， p・，69， 70， j)L 6， figs. 1， 2.
1951 Oza'wainella angulata， RAUSER. Tp. I1HCT. reo入.HayK AH CCCP， cロpaB-
orrpe，lJ;. CTp. 140， Ta6八. 11，φnr. 6， 7 
1957 Ozaωαinella angulata， IGo， Sci. Rep. Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku， Sec. C， vol. 5， 
no. 47， p.181回 183，p 1. 3， ngs. 1-3 . 
1958 Oza初ainellaangulata， SHENG， Palaeont. Sinica. no. 143， new ser. B， no. 7， p.
14， 72， pl.1， figs. 22-24 
Descr争tion01 speci1nens fr01n the 1 tadorigawa group : Shell veηsmall， and leB.ticu lar ; 
involute from inner volution. Central portion is sharply angular and lateral slopes are 
almost straigbt. Polar regions are lDroadly and slightly inflated. In two axial sections 
length is 0.213 to 0.230 nun， dialneter is 0.475 to 0.557 mm and form ratio is 0.38 to 0.43ν 
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ln an oblique section diamet.er attains t，o more than 0.918 mm. Number of Vo)uti0ns is 
about 3 to 4. Proloculus is spherical; its diameter is 33 to about 49 microns. 
Spirotheca is thin， composed of a tectum and upper and ]ower layer， but differentiation 
of spirotheca into layers is indistinct. Chomata are ribbon-like (RAUSER， 1951， p.28)グ
and gently slope poleward from tunnel. Tunnel is indistinct. 
Mαterial: Reg. no. PF 1136b， 1253， 1256d， loc. 57; PF 1010b， 1254， 1257， loc. 
44; PF 1030b， 10c. 35; PF 1034b， 10c. 73， the 1 t2 fossil zone at Itadorigawa. 
Remarks: - This is not richly represented in the ltadorigawa collection. However， 
the present specimens， especially two axial sections may be identifiable with one 0干the
original figures (pl. 2， fig. 17) of Ozazuainella angulatα(COLANI) by the above shell charac-
ters. 
Some oblique sections show larger diameter and may not possibly be conspecific 
with the typical form. However the former may， ifrestored， resemble the latter in shell 
form and mode of chom'3.ta. Furthermore， itmay be nearly as large as some Russian 
examples of this species in shell size (RAUSER， 1951， p.140). Accordingly， at present the 
writer identifies al~o these larger specimens with Ozawainella angulata. 
Occurrence: The present specimens occur rarely in the 1 t2fossil zone of the 1 tadori-
gawa group at 1 tadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Subfamily Schubertellinae SKINNER， 1931 
Genus Eoschubertella THOMPSON， 1931 
Eoschubertella toriyamai ISHII， sp. nov. 
(Plate VI， Figures 23-37) 
1958 Eoschubertella obscura， TORIYAMA， Mem. Fac. Sci.， Kyushu Univ.， Ser. D， 
Geol.， vo1. 7， p.25-27， pl.1， figs. t1， 13， ? 10， 14. 
Diagnosis: - Shell very smaII， subspherical; first volutjon nautiloid to endothyroid; 
pt叫oculusmoderate; shell loosely coiled; height of chamber of last volution expands 
rapidly; chomata generally not present， but in some specimens very rudimentary; 
spirotheca generally represented by an undifferentiated layer. 
Descr・争tion:- Shel1 very small， subspherical with rounded poles. Number of 
volutions is usually 3 to 3 1/2. Axial length is 0.230 to 0.525 mm. 1¥在edianwidth is 
0.230 to 0.458 mm. Form ratio is 1.0 to 1.4. First volution of some specimens is staf圃
felloid， slightly irregularly coiling at a large angle to axis of outer volutions. ln some 
other specimens (Pl. Vl， Figs. 35圃 37)first volution is endothyroid， coiling at a right angle 
to axis of outer volutions. 
Proloculus is moderate and spherical. 1 tsoutside diameter is about 41 to 78 microns. 
Shell coils loosely. In some specimens， including holotype， height of chamber of last 
volution expands considerably rapidly. 
Spirotheca is general1y represented by an undifferentiated layer which is， however， 
not a-single dark homogeneous layer.In outer volutions it is rarely composed of a 
tectum and a diaphanotheca-like transparent layer. Tectoria cannot be clearly recogniz-
ed. Septa are not fluted. 
chomata are generally not present，but in some specimens (P1.VI，Figs.32，34) 
theyexist though very rudimentary. 
Measurement: - See Table 3， p.30. 
Mateγial: - Holotype， Reg. no. PF 1098b， 10c. 35， the It2 fossil zone of the Itadori-
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.gawa group at Itadorigawa. Otn~T specim1ens" FF' 1'022弘 t20:5， 1216ノ loc.3'2; PF 1202ラ
12'03， 1oc. 35; PF 1207'21， 1209， 1210， 1215a， 1256e， 1oc. 57; PF 121ア， locじ.，20; PF 120.8 
1oc. 43; PF 1132a， 1oc.， 73， th@ It2 foss~l Z;'QJme at ltardoJ.i.gawa. PF 1276， loc. 29， the 1t1 
fossil zo町eat 1 tadorigawa. 
Renz'arks: _ ThIJs species 8howS' .a wide J.iange of variation. Broadly 'Speackinぁ itI!s 
div~ded I!nto three groups On the :basis o{ the Eollowing shell cnaracttnrs: 
1) tne fia-st group r@presented Iby the oolotype (Pl.VI， FI!g.31): 1. compar.atively large 
size， 2.SlLlbsphe]j~cal :form" 3. rudimentary ch0mata， 4.the ]ast voI-ution‘，expanding rap1irdly. 
2) the second group repreS'ented by the sp.ecimen Reg. no. PF 1210 (P'l.VI" Fig.28): 
1. sma~l size， 2.more nearly sphrerical form， 3.r.udimenta!lfy ，cbomata. 
31) the third group represented by the S'peci:men Reg. no PF 1216 (P1. VI， Fig. 3i6) 
t. sub叩lheri:calform， 2.rudimefltary C'homata， 3.ithe fiFSt Violtil!t!IJon endothyroid. 
Comparison: _-'This specires is， eQmpar~d w~th E'os，chゆertellaQbscwrtl (LErE et CiHsN)" 
1930) from HuanglUDgsban and Chuansnan of China. 'This species res'emb~es ，espeG]a~ly 
the subeUips'Oida[ specIJmens of E.θbscura (L~E & 'CHEN" 1930" pt 6" ngrs. 12-15). 'fhe 
former， ho-w:ever， diHers from the latter iID m@de of the 'cftomata. That I:s to SaY" tbe 
chomata of E. obscury(Jl anre pr@minent eVen in tl~e Oi¥:ilteJ.i v@li¥ltioos， whille l! the p民 sentspecies 
the cbomata are hardly re<Dognize<9l'(Df exlIst rar@[y ~8 rudim，entafY for:m. 
The t白hi廿rdgromp 0¥ぱ，f1the pr民es総，en凶ts叩pe伐¢i化re凶S，reseR\h~leωωs， th‘e 1恥j庖ecωtσtypeof E，. obωtfYa (LFJiE ，& 
C'lIEN， 193仏 pl.6， ng. 12) in sbeU 11(}rm，. Tt.e f([)rmer， however， differs from the latter 
in its mOFe Lli'udimentary 'cnomata，; Iarg(i't proloculus andl the endothyroid brst vol:utIJon. 
The third gFO叫pFesemb~es Slch1Jl;oertella obscura in RAUS~;R， (19:5'1， p1.2， Aig. 22) and ISchu/oer .
tella gracilis RAOSER" 1951 (pl. 2， fig8. 29， 3、ο0的)froOl tne Rus釣3Lぬanpμla剖J吃tf，おorma加lndad.必j戸a，ωnt
diおst仕凶位仕Ird.ti】ctおsin the sぬhei必Ht:おormand 1r仏hem.lode 0ぱ:fe'd仇4品耐】ling. The present s~ee~es 'Can easily be 
dIlstIJDg，uiS'hed from these Russian sle>ecies by its mor-e rudhÐ~ntaFy O{ absent ehomata. 
So，me 叩 ecimens.(saffii)~es: iJl) 291， 2"63， p1.1" figs. 11， 13) ，of Eo，schuberteZla otJscura 
which W3iS reported from Akiyoshi by 'T10'lR1YAMA resぽnolethe present 叩eGI<esmore than 
the ahove圃mentionedspecllmens ~o LEE & CU:EN anrd in RAUSER in， the sub叩Ihericalform， 
undeveloped or rudimeptary ehornaJta and o1rh@li' ，cnaraciters，. theref0teτ司ORIYAMA'sspecト
mens may be 'Cons~，ec~âç with the p，resent species. 
Occur~ence; _ Tb~s species iS' abundant il1l the 九:fossilz;one and it is rare in the It1 
and It3 fossi] Z'Ofies of the iIttadoJrigawa group at Itadorigaw，ιKuroseg:~wa...viUage，日Lga1shト
mrwa-.gun， EnIlme Prefecturre. 
Eosehubertelllαsp. cfr. Boseh1JlJoerrtelZa la仰 (LEE，@t C1HEN)， 193@ 
(!P]ate VJ， Fi'gures， 38-40): 
Compaγe ，:
1930 /I}chubertella ~ata LEE 'et CHEN， Nat. Res. Inst. GeoL M'em.， no. 9， ，p.119， pL 
6， figs. 9蝿 11.
1951 Sehubertella Z'a，t(l~ RAtJSER， Tp. :HH'CT. roo.A. HayK. AH 'C:CIC;P'， cIlDaB-ol1peA・9
CTp. 81" TaJO入.3，φsF. 14 
195.6 t，r;chube1I'tebla lat(fl， PldTR}A" T]!). sRMfPll， MOB. ~èp." BlbIs. '98，“MsKpOφayHa 
C!CCP'" c6 8， CTl1P1. 41'0， 411， Tat9A. 6，φur. 9 
1957 EoschubertelZa latム100'， Sci. Rep. Tokyo Kyoi1ku lf)'aigaku， s，ec. C， v@l. ~" 1Jl<!>. 47， 
p. 186， 187， pl. 3， ngふ 6圃8.
1958 Schubertt31a lata， SHENO， P叫ae0nιSil1ica，no. ~43)， new se:r. B， fi0. 7， p.19， 
20， pl. 2， figs. 7 -1t2. 
Descゆtion:- Shel1 very small" subeUipsoIJda]i wI!th hl¥untly pointed po，les. Central 
可.，.，
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portion usually fiattened or slightly convex. First volution is endothyroid， coiling at a 
nearly right angle to axis of outer voJutions. Second volution is nautiloid， somewhat 
irregularly coiling at a large angle to axis of first and outer volutions. Number of 
volutions is usually 4. Axiallength is 0.410 to 0.557 mm. Median width is 0.262 to 0.361 
mm. Form ratio is 1.5 to 1.6. Pr叶oculusis very small and spherical. 1 tsou. tside diameter 
is 25 to 41 microns. Shell coils tightly in first two volutions but expands more or less 
rapidly from third volution onward. Height of chambers of last volution is lowest 
immediately above tunnel， and increases rapidly poleward from tunnel. 
Spirotheca is very thin; it is represented by an undifferentiated layer in first to second 
volution， which is not a single dark homogeneous layer. From third volution onward 
it is differentiated into two layers; namelすatectun1 and a less dense diaphanotheca-like 
layer. Transparen~y of a diaphanotheca-like layer increases from fourth volution. ln 
addition upper tectorium is sometimes observed around chomata as thin and discontinuous 
dense layer， but generally i t can hardly be recognized. Septa are unfluted except for polar 
regions， where they are very weakly ftuted. 
Chomata are comparatively prominent in outer volution. Their polar sides gently 
extend to polar ends. Tunnel is narrow. 
Measurement: - See Table 3/ p. 30. 
Material:一-Reg. no. PF 1213， 1214， 10c. 73; PF 1199， 1oc.43， the lt2 fossil zone 
at Itadorigawa， PF 1200a， 10c. 60， the It3 fossil zone. 
Rema伐s:- THOMPSON (1937， p. 118-124) divided the genus Schubertella into two 
subgenera) Schubertellαs.s (type叩 ecies: Schubertella transiforia STAFF et WEDEKIND， 
1910) and Eoschube1"tella (type-"pecies: Schubertella lata LEE et CHEN~ 1930). Later， 
he (1948) raised them subgenera to generic rank. He stated the difIerences between the 
two genera as follows: “the spirotheca of the former [EoschubertellaJ iscomposed of a 
tectum and upper and lower tectoria， whereas that of the latter is composed of a tectum 
and e:l diaphanotheca. Also， the shell of Eoschubertella is more highly ellipsoidal and more 
loosely coiled than that of Schubertella" (THOMPSON， 1948， p.33). The lower tectorium 
of Eoschubertella mention~d by THOMPSON corresponds to the diaphanotheca・likelayer 
in the above description of the present paper. 
In the specimens of Eoschubertella sp. cfr. E. lata from the Itadorigawa group， aswel1 
as of E. torらJamaiand E. sp. cfr. E. obscura described below， the lower layer (THOMPSON'S 
lower tectorium) is transparent (diaphanotheca-like) or not transparent (tectorium-like). 
ln the younger stages of the ontogeny the spirotheca I:s undiffel:entiated layer， but in the 
early mature stage i t becomes differentiated into a tectum and a lower dark layer; in full 
mature stage this lower dark layer becomes in some specimens gradually transparent. 
ln addition to these two essential layers， namely， the tectum and the lower layer， the 
discontinuous upper tectorium appears at a few volution of some specimens， but it is not 
recognizable in others. In short， among specimens of one species some have clear dia-
phanotheca in the adult stage of the ontogeny， but others have dark lower layer even to the 
adult stage. Similarly， some specimens have an upper tectorium， but others of the same 
species have no upper tectorium. It follows， therefore， that among the specimens of the 
1 tadorigawa group belonging to a single species the spirotheca of both the Eoschubertella 
and Schubertella types are found. ln describing Schubertella lata from the Taitzeho valley 
SHENG (1958， p.19， 78) states that the spなothecaconsists of a tectum and a discontinuous 
and less dense lower Iayer. Weighing these facts， concerning the type-species of Eoschu-
bertella， the present writer thinks that Eoschubertella and Schubertella cannot be discrimi-
nated on the basis of spirotheca. Thus the di仔erencebetween Eoschubertella and 
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Schubertella appears to be very slight， lying barely in genera1 size， shell form and mode 
of coiling. 
The Itadorigawa specimens of Eoschubertella sp. cfr. E. lata very closely resemb1e 
the original specimens of S. lata from the Huanglung limestone in general shel1 characters， 
but the former are smaller in size， form ratio and proloculus than the latter. 
Occurrence:一 Thisspecies occurs rarely in the upper part of the 1 tzfossil zone and 
the 1 t3 fossil zone of the 1 tadorigawa group at 1 tadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-
gun， Ehime PrefectuFe. 
EoshubertelZa sp. cfr. Eoschubertella obscurα(LEE et CHEN)， 1930 
(Plate VI， Figures 41田44)
Compare: 
1930 Schubertella obscura LEE et CHEN， Nat. Res. Inst. Geol. Mem・"no. 9" p. 112-
113， pl.6，自gs.12-22. 
1941 Eoschubertella obscura， TORIYAMA， J our. Geol. Soc. J apan， vol. 48， no. 579， 
p. 566， 567) text-:figs. 10， 11. 
1944 Eoschubertella obscura， TORIYAMA， Japan， Jour. Geol. Geogr.， vol. 19， nos. 
1-4， p.77， 78， pl. VI， figs. 18-22. 
1951 /)chubertellαobscura， RAuSER， Tp. l1HCT. reo入. HayK AH CCCP， crrpaB・
orrpe，z.r; CTp. 71， 72， Ta6V¥. 2， <tsr. 22 
1957 EoschubertelZa obscura， IGO， Sci. Rep. Tokyo Kyoiku Daiga1-.u， sec. C. vol. 5， 
no. 47， p.187， 188， pl. 3， :figs. 9-11. 
1958 Schubertella obscura， SHENG， Palaeont. Sinica， no. 143， new ser. B no. 7， p.20， 
pl. 2， :figs. 21-26. 
Description: - Shell very small， subspherical to subellipsoidal with bluntly pointed 
or rounded poles， and a gentle dome-like central portion in outer volutions. Number 
of volutions is usually 3 1/2. Axial length is 0.426 to 0.541 mm. Median width is 0.361 
ロlffi. Yorm ratio is commonly 1.5， but in subspherical form down to 1.2. In some 
specimens first volution is nautiloid， slightly irregularly coiling at a large angle to axis of 
outer volutions. 
Pr叶oculusis moderate and spherical. Its outside cliameter 1S 62 to 74 microns. 
Shell loosely coils. 
Spirotneca is represented by an undifferentiated layer in first or second volution， 
which is not a single dark homogeneous layer. In outer one to tWQ volutions it is differ-
entiated into two lay;ers; namely， a tactl1m and a transparent diaphanotheca-like layer. 
Upper tectorium is sometimes observed around chomata as thin and discontinuous dense 
layer" but generally it can hardly be recognized. Septa are unfluted. C'homata are 
cornparatively distinct in outer volutions. Tunnel is comparatively narrow. 
Measurement: - See Table 3， p" 30， 31. 
Material: - Reg. no. PF 1195b 1198" 1212， 1oc. 73; PF 1204， 1oc. 35， the It2 fossil 
zone a t 1 tadorigawa. 
Remarks: - Judging from the original figures， Eoschubertella obscura (LEE et CHEN)， 
1930 from the Huanglung limestone of China seems to include fusiform to subellipsoidal 
forms. Its lectotype (pl. 6， fig. 12) was selected by RAUSER (1951). Many original 
specimens including the lectotype have the prominent chomata， excepting two specimens 
(pl. 6， figs. 16， 17). The present specimens of the 1 tadorigawa group may resemble some 
specimens of E. obscura (LEE & CHEN， 1930， pl.6" figs. 13・15)in the prominent chomata 
ofthミoutervolutions， shel1 form and other shell features， but the lectotype di狂ersfrom the 
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present specimens in th.e more rounded form and in the less loose coiling in inner volu-
tions. Accordingly， the writer does not identify the present specimens with E. obscura. 
One specimen (Pl. VI， Fig. 41) is distinguished from the above圃mentionedspecimens 
in its subspherical form. 1 t resembJes the first group of E. toriyamai in shel1 form， but 
it di仔ersfrom the latter in i tsmore distinct chomata of the outer volutions. 
The present specimens resemble Eoschubertella sp. A in TORIYAMA， 1958 (p. 27， 28， 
pl. 1， figs. 15， 16) from Akiyoshi. The former， however， differs from the latter in the 
smaller size and smaller proloculus. 
Occurrence: -:-This species occurs rarely in the upper part of the 1 t2 fossil zone of the 
1 tadorigawa group at 1 tadorigawa， Kurosegawa-vil1age， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Genus Fusiella LEE et CHEN， 1930 
Fusiella typica sparsa SHENG， 1958 
(Plate VI， Figures 45，46， Plate VII， Figures 1-15， 17， 18) 
1958 Fusiella tJφica var. sparsa SHENG， Palaeont. Sinica， no. 143， new ser. B， 110. 
7， p.23， 24， pl.3， figs. 3-8. 
Descゆがon:- Shel1 very smal1 and highly elongated fusiform， having inflated 
central portion and concave lateral slopes， and being slightly bent in axial direction; 
poles are somewhat pointed or bluntly pointed. Mature shells having 4 to 5 volutions 
are 0.721 to 1.541 mm in length and 0.295 to 0.475 mm in width. Form ratio is about 
2.3 to 3.3. Inner two volutions are endothyroid， coiling at a large angle to axis of outer 
volutions. 
Spirotheca is thin， composed of three layers， namely， a tectum， a dark layer and an 
upper tectorium. Septa are unfluted throughout length of shell. 
Pr叫oculusis very small and spherical. 1 tsoutside diameter is 29 to 49 microns. 
Chomata are asymmetrical and low. Tunnel is low and becomes gradually wide out-
ward. 
Measurement: - See Table 4， p.31. 
Material: - Reg. no. PF 1237， 1238， 1oc. 31; PF 1266a 1266b， 1oc. 32; PF 1234> 
10c. 35; PF 1137b， 1215b， 1256a， 1256b， 1oc. 57; PF 1025b， 1127b， 1258b， 1oc. 44， al 
from the It2 fossil zone at Itadorigawa. PF 1193a) 1224， 1225， 1277， 1278a， 1oc. 62; 
PF 1226， loc. 61; PF 1265， 10c. 51， the It3 fossil zone. 
Remarks: - Fusiella typica sparsa SHENG， 1958 was originally reported from the 
Penchi Series of the Taitezho valley， Liaoning， China. The Itador常awaspecimens are 
identifiable with this subspecies with regard to essential shell features. However， the 
variation range of the present specimens is wider than that of F. typica sparsa as described 
by SHENG. That is to say， the length of 14 specimens of the Itadorigawa group having 
4 to 5 volutions varies from 0.721 to 1.541 mm， and the form ratio from 2.3 to 3.3， while 
the length of the Chinese specimens varies from 0.84 to 1.29 mm and the form ratio from 
3.0 to 3.2. However， the present specimens cannot be separated into specifically differ圃
ent two species as to the other characters， and should therefore be referred， asa whole， 
to F. typica sparsa. 
Fusiella typica sparsa resembles F. typica typica LEE et CHEN， 1930 (p. 107， 108， pl.4) 
figs. 1・6)from the Huanglung limestone ofNanking Hill， but the former has 4 to 5 volutions， 
whereas the latter hぉ 6or 6 1/2 volutions. The axial fillings of the former are weaker 
than those of the latter. 
Occurrence: - This subspecies is abundant in the 1 t2 fossil zone and common in the 
， 
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1 t3 fossil zone of the 1 tadorigawa group at 1 tadorigawa， Kuroseg，awa-village， Higashiuwa-
gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Fusiella sp. 
(Plate VII， Figures 16， 19) 
Descriρtion: - Shell very small， fusiform wi th highly inftated central portion and very 
slightly concave or nearly straight lateral slopes. Poles are somewhat pointed. Mature 
shells having 4 to 5 volutions are 0.689 tQ 0.869 mm in length and 0.410 to 0.426 mm in 
width. Form ratio is about 2.0. First volution is endothyroid， coiling at a large a.ngle 
to axis of outer volutions. Proloculus is very small and spherical. Spirotheca is thin and 
generally undifferentiated. However， it is sometimes' comp0sed of three layers， namely， 
a tectum， a lower dark layer and an upper tectorium. Septa are not fl.uted throughout 
length of shell. Chomata are asymmetrical and low. Tunnel is low and becomes gradual-
ly wide outward. ~ial fillings of dense calcite are weakly developed in extreme polar 
reglons. 
Measurement: - See Table 4， p・31.
Material:一一Reg.no. PF 1028b， 1oc. 32; PF 1256c， 1oc. 57， the 1 t2 fossil zone at 
1 tadorigawa. 
Remarks: - The present specimens resemble Fusiella ty戸casparsa SHENG， mentioned 
above， in general characters. The former， however， differs from the latter in smaller 
size and smaller form ratio. The present form is distinguished from Fusiella mui SHENG， 
1958 (p. 23， 24， pl.3， figs. 9-12) of the Penchi Series of Liaoning， North China in smaller 
form ratio. It resembles Fusiella pulchella SAFONQVA， 1951 (p. 88， 89， pl.6， figs. 11， 12) 
from the Podol horizon of the Russian platform and adjacent districts in shell form， size 
and form ratio， but the former di妊'ersfrom the latteli in smaller number of volutIJons， 
smal1er chomata and smaller proloculus. 
More sufficient material of this form is necessary hefore a defin.ite specific assignment 
can be -made. 
Occurrence: -This species oocurs rarely in the 1 t2 fossil zone of the 1 tadorigawaζroup 
at 1 tadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Subfamily Fusulininae MOLLER， 1878r， nom. transl. RHiUMBLER， 1895 
Genus Fusulinella MりILLER，1877 
Fusulinella minutissima ISHII， sp. nov. 
(Plate VII， Figures 20-33， Plate VIII， Figures 1-6) 
Diagnosis: - Shell very small， inftated fusiform; inner one or two volutions coiling 
endothyroid or staffel1oid; proloculus very smal1" generally 37 to 66 m1crons; spiro圃
theca thin， consisting of schubertel1inoid wall with undifferentiated diaphanotheca in 
inner volutions， becom.ing fusulinellioid wal1 outward; shel1 tightly coiled in inner volu-
tions， loosely coiled in outer volutions; chomata generally weak， asymmetrical. 
Descrψtion: - Shel very small for genus， infl.ated fusiform with rounded or bluntly 
pointed poles. Central portion is infl.ated dome-like; lateral slopes are generally convex. 
Inner one to two volutions are endothyroid or staffelloid， coiling at a large angle to axis of 
outer volution. Mature shels having 4 1/2 to 6 volutions are 0.787 to 1.639 mm in length 
and 0.458 to 0.885 mm in width. Form ratio is about 1.5 to 1.9. 
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Pr叫oculusvery small and spherical. Its outside diameter is commonly 37 to 66 
microns， rarely up to 94 microns. Inner two or three volutions coil tightly and outer 
volutions coilloosely and uniformly. 
Spirotheca is relatively thin and composed of a tectum， a diaphanotheca and thin 
upper and lower tectoria. Spirotheca of inner two volutions consists of three layers; a 
tectum， an intransparent diaphanotheca and an upper tectorIum. Thin， transparent 
diaphanotheca becomes clear from third volution. Tectoria are genera11y thin; lower 
tectorium is generally thicker than upper one， but is discontinuous in outer volu¥.ions .
Chomata are weak and asymmetrIcal， but in some specimens they are prominent. 
Their tunnel sides are steep and their poleward sides extend often poleward. Tunnel 
is low and narrow. 1 tspath is straight Qr slightly irregular in outer three volutions. 
Measure1nent: - See Table 5， p.32， 33. 
Material: Holotype， Reg. no. PF 1131， 10c. 73， the It2 fossil zone ofthe Itadorigawa 
group at Itad0rigawa. PF 1123a， 1123b， 1125， 1126， 1127a， 1251， 10c. 44; PF 1108， 
10c.19; PF 1133，1134，1219，1252， 10c. 35; PF 1120，1250， 10c. 32; PF 1129b， 1130， 
1132b， 1195c， 1240， 10c. 73; PF 1267， 10c. 20; PF 1121， luc. 57， al from the It2 fossil 
zone a t 1 tador包awa; PF 1128a， 10c. 62， the Its fossil zone at Itadorigawa. 
Remarks and Comparisoη: - This species is one of the smallest species of Fusulinella 
in the 1 tadorigawa group. The specimens are abundant at the 1 t2 fossil zone. 
This species belongs to the group of Fusulinella schubertellinoides by RAUSER， 1951. 
This group is characterized as follows (RAUSER， 1951， p.213): In the younger stages 
wall has a weakly differentiated diaphanotheca; shell is staffelloid or endothyroid form; 
spiral is tightly coiled; chomata are broad and low. In the adult stages， tunnel is wide; 
cbomata are heavy; spiral is c0iled. This species resembles closely F.げαsanensisRAUSER> 
1951 (p. 214， pl. 28， figs. 5， 6)belonging to this group in the size of shel1， mode of the 
coiling of the younger and adult stages and the degree of the growth of the chomata. F. 
rJasanensis， however， ismore elongate than this species. Therefore， so far as the form 
ratio is concerned， this species can be distinguished from F.げasa11ensis.However， these 
two species closely resemble with each other in many important characters. Accordingly> 
it Is highly probable that these two species will turn out to be conspecific， ifthey are 
restudied by comparison of actual specimens. 
The present species resembles F1lsulinella oli.vグormisTHOMPSON， 1935* (p.23圃24，
pl. 5， figs. 1・5)from the Atokan formation of Coal County， Oklahoma in the shell form， 
the size of shel1 and the shape of chomata. However the former speじiesdiffers from the 
latter by its larger size， larger form ratio， smaller proioculus and thinner tectoria though 
the differences are slight on measurement. This species resembles also F. irumensis FUJI-
MOTO， 1936 (p. 38-40， p1.2， figs. 1・8)from the Kwanto-Mountainland. This species， 
however， isclearly distinguished from the latter by the diaphanotheca， which is absent in 
the lJ.tter. In this respect F. irumensis may belong to the genus Schubertella. 
Occurrence: - Fusulinella minutissima is abundant in the 1 t2 fossil zone and is rare 
in the It
3 
fossil zone of the Itadorigawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， 
Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Fusulinella itadorigawensis ISHII， sp. nov. 
(Plate VIII， Figures 7-25) 
1956 Fusulinella itado1-igawensis ISHII， (MS.)， p. 23 (listed) 
* THOMPSON， in 1937， cited Fusulinella olivijつnnisas Eoschubertell{7. 
、
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Diagnosis: - Shell comparatively elongated fusiform in outer volutions， spherical 
to fusiform in inner volutions; lateral slopes slightly concave in outer volutions; ex圃
tension of shel along axis rapid in outer two volutions; shel1 tightly coiled in inner volu-
tions， uniformly coi1ed in outer volutions ; proloculus generally smal1; chomata asymme-
trical， becoming low， elongated asymmetrical outward; tunnel low and broad. 
Des('1'ψtion:ー Shellfusiform to elongated fusiform with almost straight axis of coiling; 
polar ends bluntly pojnted or pointed， lateral s]opes slight】yconcave. 恥1atureshells having 
commonly 6 to 6 1/2， dominantly 6， volutions are 2.050 to 3.362 mm long and 1.066 to 
1.517 mm wide. Form ratio is 1.9 to 2.6. A mature specimen (PF 1113， P1.VIII， Fig. 
25¥ which has exceptionally 5 1/2 volucions， is3.444 mm long and 1.312 mm wide， form 
ratio being 2.6. Holotype is 2.911 mm long and 1.271ロロnwide， giving form ratios of 
first to sjxth volu6on 1.2， 1.4， 1.9， 2.0， 2.3 and 2.3， respectively. Shell form is subspherical 
in inner two or three volu.tions} and fusiform i'n outer volutions. In many specimens 
first volution is sta.fe l1oid， and in some other specimens endo仏yroidcoaing at a right 
angle to outer volution. 
Proloculus is generally small and spherical. 1 tsoutside diam.eter is 62 to 148 
microns， commonly 66 to 82 microns. Inner two to three volutions are tightly coiled， 
and the following three to four volutions are coiled uniformly. Shel1 extends rapidly 
along axis from third vo[ution. Heights of first to sixth volution of holotype are 33， 
49， 66， 114) 164 and 18.0 microns， repectiv1e]y. 
Spirotheca is thin， composed of a tectum.， a comparatively thick diaphanotheca， 
and upper and lower tectoria. Diaphanotheca appears from second to last volution. 
Upper tectorium is very poorly developed; lower tectorium is discontinuous and thick 
near central portion of volution. Thicknesses of diaphanotheca of second to sixth volu-
tion of holotype are 4， 8， 12， 16 and 20 microns， respectively. Septa are plane in central 
portions of sbell， but are weakly fiuted in polar regions. 
Tunnel is narrow in inner two or three volutions but becomes rapidly wide outward. 
Chomata asymmetrical， and weU devreloped， except in outer volutions where they are some圃
times内ryweak or not developed. Their heights are a half or less than one-ha[f of 
chambers in third or fourth volution of shell; their tunnel sides are usually s，teep， some圃
times overhanging， but poleward slopes are very gentle， extending considerable distance 
to poles. In some specimens chomata are rounded hil1ock-shape (oKpyrAbIえ 6yropKo-
BHAHbJi蕗， in RAUSER， 1951， p. 28) in outer volutions. 
Measurement: - See Table 7， p. 32...35. 
Material: - HolQtype， Reg. n仏 PF1077， 10し.2， the 1 tlfossil zone of the 1 tadorigawa 
group at 1 tadorigawa. Other specimens" PF a 076， 1078a， 1 Q78h， 1082a， 1083. 1084， 
1085b， 1086， 1109， 1112， 1114， 1116， 1117， 10c. 2; PF 1110，1113，1118， 10c. 29; PF 
1081， 1oc. 38; PF 1111， 1oc. 41， the Itl fossil zone at ltadorigawa. 
Remα伐s:- The present species is abundant in the 1 t 1 fossil zone， and shows a wide 
range of variation. Specimens having 5 to 5 1/2 volutions are rather commonly met with， 
but most of them are immature ones. Mature specimens have commonly 6 to 6 1/2 
volutions. 1n the fifth Violution these mature specimens show the following measurements: 
H. L.， 0.738-1.197 mm; R. V・，，0.393圃0.574，mm; H.， L./R. V. ratio， 1.7-2.3. The above-
mentioned immature specimens with 5 to 5 1/2 volutions fall within these measurements 
and are also otherwise similar to the immature stage of abundantly represented adult 
individuals. Only one specimen， having 5 1/2 volutions (PF 1113) among the present 
rich coI1ection， isregarded as mature because i t has the fol1owing measurements of the 
fifth vo】ution: H.L・， 1.577 mm; R.V.， 0.607 mm; H.LfR.V. ratio， 2.6. 
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Two forms may be recognized among specimens of this species. One is fusiforln and 
small (for example， PJ. VIII， fig. 9)， the other is elongate fusiform and large (P1. VIII， 
Fig. 15). However， these two forms cannot be distinguished with respect to the other 
shell characters and there exist some intermediate forms between them. Therefore they 
are regarded as conspecific. 
Comparison: The present species appears to be closely allied to F. colaniae LEE et 
CHEN， 1930 which is said to have variable shell form. The specimens il1ustrated in P1. 
11， Fig. 9 of LEE & CHEN (1930) was subsequently selected by RAUSER (1951， p.217) as the 
Lectotype of F. colaniae・ Accordingto her， the ratio of the length to the diameter of this 
lectotype is 2.85. In addition， F. cola仇aewas characterized by her as follows: Inner 
whorls 宜主ttened; sJ:ell elongated; chomata ribbon-like， low; aperture low and broad; 
septa straight， but undulate at the very ends of the axis. However， her description about 
the inner volutions and chomata is difficult to understand from the original description 
and original illustrations of the poorly preserved lectotype. If F. itadorigawensis is com-
pared with F. colaniae as interpreted by RAUSER， the present species can be distinguished 
from F. colaniae in RAUSER by its inflated inner volutions and asymmetrical to elongated 
asymmetrical poleward elongated chomata. Specimens， hitherto reported by LEE & 
CHEN， R生U3ERand PUTRJ A， asF. colaniae， show wide range of variation in size， form ratio 
and size of PI叫oculus，as shown in table 6. In these respects it is rather di伍cultto dis回
tinguish F. itadorigawensis from F. colaniae. 
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F. colaniae， inPUTRJA， 1948 6-6 1/2 3.2-3.9 1.1-1.5 1.8-2.7 62-131 
F. itαdoγigα:wensis 1 SHII 6-6 1/2 2.05-3.36 1.07-1.52 1.9-2.6 52-131 
F. colaniae var. 5-5 1/2 3.6-3.9 1.23-1.05 2.9-3.2 50-80 borealis RAUSER， 1951 
F. colaniae var. 5-6 2.76-3.5 1.14田1.50 2.3-2.5 80 meridionalis RAUSER， 1951 
F. paracolaniae RAUSER， 1951 6 1/2-7 2.6-2.95 1.26-1.43 . 2.3 45-'60 
Table 6. Table showing the di百erencesin the length (L.)， width (W.)， form ratio (F. R.) 
and proloculus size (Pr.) among Fusulinella itadoriga'luensis， F. colaniae and F. paracolaniae. 
The present species is comparable with the group of F. colaniae in RAUSER (1951， 
p. 216) with respect to the length， form ratio， number of volutions and comparatively 
small size proloculus. The present species closely resembles F. colaniae var. meridionalis 
RAUSER， 1951 (pl. 30， figs. 5， 6)from the Russian platform， but can be distinguished from 
the holotype of the latter variety in the asymmetrical chomata and slightly concave lateral 
slopes and from another illustrated specimen of the variety in slightly concave lateral 
slopes in outer volutions. 
Fusulinella haymondensis SKINNER et、iVILDE)1954 (pl. 96， figs. 8・12)from the Hay-
mond formation of northeastern Brewster County: Texas， differs distinctly from the 
present species in having only five volutions not beyond six volutions， in the smaller size 
、
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and in the di:ferent shell form. It :is， however， worthy of note that immature specimens 
of the present species， having 5 to 5 1/2 volutions (for example， Pl.V111， Figs. 7， 18， 21 
-23)， are hardly distinguishable from F. haymondensis. 
Ocαcuωrt1仰，仰r仰.ヲア
1tadorηiga¥va group at 1tador口7tigawa丸， Kζurosegawaか-villag伊e，Higashiuwa・gun，Ehime 
Prefecture. 
Fusulinella iyoensis ISHII， sp， nov 
(Plate X， Figures 3， 4) 
Diagnosis: - Shell large， 3.81 to 4.43 mrn long， 1.80 to 1.93 mm wide" typically 
fusiform; lateral slopes tightly concave; shell uniformly cQiled; 戸oloculusmoderate; 
tunnel narrow， becoming wide gt・adually; chomata asymmetrical， becoming comparative-
ly weak and rounded hiILock-shape in outer volutions. 
Descr争tion:- Shell large for Fusulinella of 1 tadorigawa group， typically fusiform 
with almost straight axis of coiling and inflated central portion. Lateral slopes are slightly， 
but distinctly concave. Poles are bluntly pointed. Mature specimens having 6 tu 6 1/2 
volutions are 3.813 to 4.428 mm long and 1.804 to 1.927 mm wide， giving form ratio of 
2.1 to 2.3. 
Form ratios of :first to sixth volution of holotype are 1.2， 1.5， 1.8， 1.9 and 2.1， res圃
pectively. First two volutions are subspherical to short fusiform. 1n short， shell extends 
rapidly along axis from first to last vo]ution. 
Proloculus is moderate in size and spherical in shape. 1 tsoutside diameter is 131 
microns in holotype， but 98 microns in another specimen. Shell coiJJs uniformly. 
Heights of first to sixth volution of holotype are 49， 66， 114， 164， 246 and 279 microns， 
respectively. Chambers are almost of same in height in third to fourth volution， but 
height increases slightly poleward in outer two volutions. 
Spirotheca is typical for genus， composed of a tectum， a diaphanotheca， and upper 
and lower tectoria. Diaphanotheca is generally thin. 1 t appears from first volution though 
it is indistinct here， becoming distinct from third volution onward. 1n generaI Jower 
tectorium is thin in inner three volutions. 1 t becomes rapidly thick froln fourth volution 
outward， but decreases in thickness poleward from central portion. Thickness of diapha-
notheca of first to sixth volution in holotype is 4， 8， 12， 12， 16 and 20 microns， respectively. 
Septa are essentially p]ane in central portion and are fluted in polar regions. Tunnel is 
nalirow and becomes gradua】lywide 0凶 ward. ][s， path is almost straight throughout 
growth. Tunnel angles of first to fifth volution of holotype are 19， 23， 28， 28 and 38 
degrees， respectively. Chomata are prominent in inner four volutions and become 
slightly weak outward and are absent in last volution. They are asymmetrical; tunnel 
side is vertical or overhanging; poleward slopes extend almost whole way to poles in 
inner four volutions， but become steep in outer two volutions. Their heights a，re more 
than two-thirds to half of heights of chambers. 
Measurement: - See Table 7， p. 34， 35. 
Material: - Holotype， Reg. n0. PF 1087， 10c. 2， the 1t1 fossil zone of tne Itadorigawa 
group at Itadorigawa. Other specimen， PF 1079， 1oc. 2， the It1 fossil zone at 1tadorigawa. 
Re1narks and Comρadson:ー Onlytwo specimens are found from the 1t1 fossiI zone. 
As these materials are well preserved， the writer described this fornl as a new species. 
The second specimen is more slender in shape and larger in size than the holotype. But 
the other characters of this specImen is similar to tbat of the holotype. 
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This specires resembles Fuslul:仇iellapseudobocki LEE ，et CHEN， 1930 (p. 122， 123， pL 9， 
figs. 10圃 14; p1. 10， figs. 1-7) from the Huan，glung limestone of China in tbe shell form 
and sheU si2Je. In F. pseudobocki， however， the inner ViolutI:ons are more compactly coiled 
than in :the pres'ent sp.ecies， outer volutI'(5)ns are more loosely eoiling ，and chomata are more 
p'!rominent:， becoming sub~ectaJiilJgular in outer volutiJons. 
From Fusulinellαsimρlicata o.noi， this species is easily distinguished by i tsn10re con-
cave ]Iateral slopes， smaUer pro]oculus， and more tight coiling. 
Occurr，ence: Fusulinella iyoe1，'lsis OCCUi'"S rarely in， the 1 t1 Fossil zone ()f the 1 tadorigawa 
gFoUp at ltadoFI!gawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Fus，u1inella simplicata TORIYAMA， 1958 
195-8 Fusulinella simplicata TORIYAMA， Mem. Fac. Sci.， Kyushu Univ.， Ser. D， Geol.， 
Vol. 7， p.3.6-39" pl. 2， Figs. 7-13. 
Diagnosis: ~ Shell fusiform with dome-like central portions and bluntly pointed 
poles. Lateral slo[pes coovex in inner Violutions， tending to become al1most straight to 
concave in outer voluti<Dns， especially near poles. Proloculus small to large; its outsjde 
diameter 82 to 197 microfis. Shell tightly coiled in inner volutions， expanding more 
or less rapidly and uniformly from third or fourth vQlutions outward. ln some specimens 
sept:a weakly fluted in last volution. Spirotheca comparatively thin. Tunnel narrow 
in inner two or three volutions， hec0ming Fapidly wide in Q'uter two or three volutions. 
Chomata asymmetrical in ~I1ner volutI:ons and rounded hillock-shape in outer volu-
tions， beooming very weak 01Utwalid. 
Remarks:一Inthe 1 tadorigawa grout fol1owing subspecies and variretal forms are 
di唱scriminated:
Fusulinelμ simp1ticat a simplicata 
F. simpl'ica似 on'OiIs:a:u， subsp. nov. 
F. simplicatαvar.α 
P. slmplicata var. 戸
'Tbe above cliagnosis is drawn from TORJYAMA'S original description and frorn the 
writeIr's observation 00 the ltad@rigawa specimens. Bes1ide F~ simplicata simplicata which 
is delimited in the present paper" F. s.implicata onoi and F. simplicata var.αare ~epresented 
a1so among TORIVAMA'S paratypes， aswiU be mentioned below. 
FusulineZla simplicata si~ρ必cata
(Plate IX， Figures 4， 5， 7圃9)
1956 Fusulinella sI1nplicata TORIYAl¥1A s.s. (MS.)， ISHII p. 22 (listed). 
1956 FusuZ，t"nella ichikawai ISHII (1¥任s.)，p. 22 (listed). 
1958 FU$uiinella simplicata TORIYAMA. p. 36..39， pL 2， figs. 7， 9 (?)， 13 (?)， not 8， 
10， 11， 12. 
Desc1ψtion .oj the specimens from the Itadorigawa group: - Shell in:flated fusiform， 
with hluntly pointed poles. Shell form exoepting last volutiQn is in:flated fusiform 
with dome-1ike central portions. ln last volution lateral slopes tend to become slightly 
concave near poles. Mature specimens of 5 to 6 volutions are 2.419 to 3.116百unlong 
and 1.353 to 1.722 mm wide. Form ratio is 1.9 to 2.1. First volution is spherical and 
second to fourth volution subspherical to el1ipsoidal， and last volution is fusiform. Most 
typical specimen in the ltadorigawa group with 5 volutions is 2.952町立nlong and 1.558 
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mm wide， giving form ratios of first to fifth volution 1.0， 1.2， 1.2， 1.7 and 1.9，ャe"pectlvely.
Proloculus is small in s.ize and spherical， and its outside diameter measures 110 to 
148 micγons. Shell coils tightly in first two voJutions. In outer two volutions shell extends 
rapidly along axis throughout growth. From thjrd or rarely fourth volution outward 
height increases rapidly and uniformly. Heights of first to fifth volution of typical speci-
men (PF 1093) are 66，82， 148， 180 and 246 microns， respectively. Rates of expansion are 
1 : 1.2 (1 vo 1.: 2 v 01.) ， 1 : 1.8 (2 vo 1.: 3 v 01.) ， 1 : 1.2 (3 vo 1.: 4 v 01.)， an d 1 : 1. 3 (4 vo 1.: 
5 vo1.)， respectively. Chambers increase slowly in height poleward from tunnel. 
Spirotheca is cumposed of a tectum， a di丸pbanotheca，and upper and lower tectoria. 
Diaphanothec:a becomes clear from second volution. Lower tectoゴumbecomes lapidly 
thick from third volution. In typical specimen， thickness of protheca of first to fifth 
volutIon is 12‘12， 16， 20 and 20 microns， respectively. Septa are plane in central part 
of inner three volutions， but are irregulaly fluted in extreme polar regions. In some 
specimens septa are irregularly undulated from poles nearfy to edge~ of chomata in outer 
one or two volutions of mature specimens. 
Tunnel Is low. 1 t isnarrow in inner three volutions and becomes wide in outer 
volutions. Chomata are present in al volutions of shel1 excepting last one， but they are 
comparatively weak in outer volutions. Their tunnel sides are usually steep， some"imes 
overhanging. Their poleward slopes are gentle in inner three volution鳥 extendingcon-
siderable distance to poles， but are steep in outer two vo]utions. 
Measurement: - See Table 8， p. 34-37. 
Material: - Reg. no. PF 1093， 10c. 40; PF 1082b， 1179， 1262J loc. 2; PF 1089; 
1oc. 29; PF 1088， 10c. 38， the Iti fossil zone at Itadorigawa. 
Remarks: - Fusulinella simplicata was originally described from the lower part of the 
Fusulinella biconica zone， Cms of the Akiyoshi Limestone by TORIYAMA in 1954. 
ThIs species may be considerahly variable as understood from the seven origjnal 
specimens (axial section) shown in plate 2 of TORIYAMA (~958). In the holotype the 
followin‘g characters are remarkab le : 
Respeιtlve volutions are inflated dome圃like.
2) 1n the last volution the laterai slopes tend to become concave near to the polar 
ends. 
3) The shell coils tightly in the inner two volutions and expands rapidly and unifolim-
ly from the third volution outward. 
4) The chomata are weak. Their tunnel sides are usually steep， sometimes over圃
hanging， and their poleward slopes extend considerable distance to the poles in the inner 
three volutions， but their slopes are steep in the outer volutions. 
The writer considers the above shell characters as the important features of Fusulinella 
simplicαtαs.s. 
The Itadorigawa specimen ~llustrated in Pl.IX， Fig.5 (PF 1093) shows very distinctly 
the above shel1 characters. In these typical specimens of F. sim_ρlicata septa o:f the last 
volution are not undulated. 
Among Itadorigawa specimens、however，there are found a few specimens， inwhich 
septa are fluted in the Iast volution. The writer intended former]y to separate this form 
as Fusulinella ichikawai (MS.) from F. simplicata. If the weak septal :Auting of the last volu帽
tion of this form is regarded as important， this form must be classed within the genus 
DagmareUa. Before preceding further， mention must be made about the Dagmarella. 
SOLOVJEVA (1955) set up the genus Dagmarella on the basis of D. prima SOLOVJEVA， 1955 
from the Moscovian of Mt. Nura-Tau and Aristan-Tau. According to her Dagmarella 
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may be characterized as follows: Septa plain in the inner volutions and weakly fluted 
along the whole length of the shell in the outer one or two volutions; the wal1 has three 
tayers， a tectum， protheca and outer tectorium; the inner chambers are covered with an 
extraordinarily heavy layer of inner tectorium. She referred Fusulinella iowensis THOMP-
SON， F. gephy1~ea DUNBAR et HENBEST， and F. cad_戸 D.et H. to the genus Dagmaγella on 
the basis of the weakly fluted septa in the outer volutions. The writer thinks， however， 
that the aforementioned form from the Itadorigawa group belongs to a varietal form of 
Fusulinel1a simplicata simplicata， because the other shell characters of this form corres-
pond to those of F. simplicata sz1nplicata， and because it is quite small in individual number 
and occurs always together with F. s1'mplicata simlicata. 
In general shell characters F. simplica.ta sirnplicatαfrom the 1 taclorigawa group closely 
resembles Fusulinella laxa SHENG， 1958 (p. 33， 92) p1.8， figs. 17-21， pl.9， figs. 1-4) from 
the Penchi Series， the middle Upper Carboniferous of Taitzeho valley， Liaoning. The 
present subspecies， however) can be distinguished from FJ. laxαin tha t in the la tter the 
shel1 is larger， with smaller proloculus and that the inner two volutions coil more tightly. 
Occurrence: - Fusulinella simplicata simplicata occurs in the 1 tlfossil zone of the 
Itadorigawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa・village，Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Pre-
fecture. 
Fusulinella simplicata onoi ISHTI， subsp. nov. 
(Plate IX， Figures 10・19，Plate X， Figures 1， 2)
1956 Fusulinella simplicata onoi ISHII (MS.)， p.22 (listed) 
1958 Fusulinella simplicata TORIYAMA， Meul. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ.， Ser. D'， Geol.， 
Vol. 7， p.36-39， pl.2， fig. 8 only. 
Description: - Shell large in general， typically fusifortn with almost straight axis 
of coiling and with bluntly pointed poles. Lateral slopes are almost straight to slightly 
concave. Number of volutions of mature shells is usually 5 to 5 1/2， rarely 6. Mature 
shells are 2.050 to 3.731 mm long and 1.189 to 1.968 mm wide. Form ratio is 1.7 to 2.1. 
Holotype with 5 1/2 volutions is 3.444 mm long and 1.845 n立nwide， giving form ratios 
of first to fifth volution 1.1， 1.5， 1.6， 1.7 and 1.9， respectively. 1n most specimens first 
volution is almost spherical， second to last volutions are fusiform. 
Pr叫oculusis large in size and spherical in shape. 1ts outside diameter is 131 to 197 
microns， rarely 114 microns. Shell coils loosely. From third to fourth volution outward 
shel1 exapnds rapidly and uniformly. Heights of chambers from first to :fifth volution 
are 49・66，82-114， 98・164，148-213 and 180-295 microns) respectively. Chambers in-
crease slightly in height poleward from tunnel. 
Spirotheca is composed of a tectum， a diaphanotheca， and upper and lower tectoria. 
Diaphanotheca appears from first or second volution. Tectorium is generally thin， es-
pecially upper tectorium is very thin. Lower tectorium is discontinuous and decreases 
in thickness poleward from edge of chomata. 1n last volution spirotheca is composed of 
a tectum and a diaphanotheca. Thickness of spirotheca， i.e. protheca plus epitheca， 
on base of tunnel of first to :fifth in many specimens is 12・33，16-41， 29-49， 25-74 and 
16圃98microns， respectively. Thickness of diaphanotheca of first to :fifth volution of 
holotype is 4， 8， 12， 16 and 20 microns， respectively. 
Septa are almost plane in central portion and are ftut6<I in polar regions. Meshwork 
is seen in the umbilical ends. 1n some specimens， for instance PF 1092 (Pl. 1X， Fig. 13) 
septa are irregularly ftuted in central portion of last volution. 
、
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Tunnel is narrovv In inner two or three volutions and becomes rapidly wide in outer 
two or three volutions. Its path is generally straight. Tunnel angles of first to fifth vo・
lution of many specimens vary between 10・28，17-29， 20帽 34，27圃51and 30圃62degrees， 
respectively. Chomata are present in al volutions， but they are very weak in outer vo同
lutions and mostly absent in last volution. Their heights are more than a half of those 
of chambers in iJnner two or three volutions. But heyond second 01i third Violution their 
heights decrease and are less than a half of chambers. Tunnel sides of chomata are 
usually steep， but poleward slopes are gentle. Poleward sides of chomata of inner two 
or three volutions extend down lateral slopes of volutions into polar regions， but in outer 
volutions they do not extend into polar regions. 
Measuγe1nent: - See Table 8， p. 34-37. 
Material: - Holotype， Reg. no. PF 1090， 10c. 2， the It1 fossil zone of the Itadorigawa 
group at Itadorigawa. Other specimens， PF 1074， 1091， 1100， 1101， 1102， 1104， 1105， 
1106， 10c. 2; PF 1092， 1107， 10c. 3.8; the Itl! fossil zone at Itadorigawa. PF 1099， 
10c. 62， the It3 fossil zorte at Itadorigawa. 
Remarks: - Fusulinella simplicata onoi is one of the largest species among Fusulinella 
of the 1 tadolA:igawa group. 
Fusulinela simplicata onoi can be distinguished from F. simplicata simplicata in that 
in the former the shell is larger at maturity， with larger proloculus and that the shell coils 
loosely. However， F. simplicata onoi resembles F. simplicata simplicata in many essential 
features， especially in the shell form， the development of the chomata and in the rapid 
expansion from the third or fourth volution. Furthefmore~ toeve exist some intermediate 
forms (for instance， PF 1074 (Pl. X， Fig竺1))，which are conveniently referred to F. simplicata 
onoi. Like F. simplicata simplicata they have comparati.vely smaller proloculus and 
tightly 'coiled shell， but in the shell form and! in the mode of the expansion of the outer 
volutions they resemble some specimens of F. simplicata onoi. Owing to some common 
shell characters and the presence of intermediate forms， onoi is， here regarded as a subspecies 
of F. sinψlicata. In these respects one of the paratypes of F. simplicata TORIYAMA (Reg. 
no・G.-K.D 225， pl.2， fig. 8) belongs to the present new subspecies. 
This subspecires is named in hOsour of Mli・SakutaroONO， an ardent amateur of 
geology of Ehime Prefecture. 
Occurrence: -Fusulinela sim凶cataonoi is abundant in the 1 t 1 fossil zone of the 
1 tadorigawa group. 1 t rarely occurs a[so in the 1 t3 fossil zone. 
Fusulinella simplicata vali.α 
(Plate IX， Figures 1-3， 6) 
1958 Fusulinela simplitata TORIYAMA， Mem. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ.， Ser. D， ，Geol.， 
、.'01.7， p.36-39， pl.2， figs. 10四11only. 
This variety is distinguished from F. simplicata simplicata in the following characters: 
Shel1 generaly smal1， inflated fusiform with short axis; form ratio， 1.6 to 1.9; pro-
loculus smal1er; extension of shell along axis not rapid; volutions not rapidly increas-
ing their height througt growth; cancavre lateral slopes in last voll1tion not distinct. 
Among these different points especially important ones are that expansion of this 
variety is not so rapid as that of F. simplicata simplicata and that shell of former is short 
inflated fusiform. 
Some specimens (PF 1094， PF. 1103， Pl.IX， Figs. 1，2) included in this variety resem圃
ble typical form， including hQlotype， of F. jamesensis THOMPSON" PITRAT et SANDERSON 
Fusuli旬以sfiγomthe Middle UppeγCαγboniferous !tadoγigaωαGγo吟 19 
(1953， p.548・550，pl. 57， figs. 8・10，16-17) from the Cache Creek limestone in Central 
British Columbia. Former can be distinguished from latter in larger height of chambers. 
in outer volutions， larger PI叫oculusand more prominent chomata. 
Measurement: See Table 8， p.36・37.
Material:一-Reg. no. PF 1094， 10c. 41; PF 1095， 1103， 10c. 2; PF 1098a， 10c.29， 
the 1 t1fossil zone at 1 tadorigawa. 
Occttrrence: - Fusulinellαsimplicata var.αoccurs in the 1 t 1fossil zone of the 1 tadori-
gawa group at ltadorigawa， Kurosegawa・village，Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Fusulinella simplicata var. s 
(Plate VIII， Figures 26-28) 
This variety differs from F. sim.ρlicata simplicata in the following features: - ShelI 
smaller; central portion of outer volution comparatively gently arched; lateral slopes. 
slightly oonvex eVien in last volution; volutions not rapidly increasing their height 
through growth. 
This variety resembles a paratype (pl. 7， fig. 11) of Fusulinella asiatica lGo， 1957. 
However， this variety can be distinguished from many specimens including holotype of 
F. asiaticαin that latter are more insated fusiform with short axis， more tightly coiled 
in early volutions， and provided with a smaller proloculus. 
Measurement: See Table 8， p. 36-37. 
Material: Reg. no. PF 1075， 1085a， 1096， 10c. 2， the lt1 fossil zone at ltadorigawa. 
Occurrence: -Fusulinella simplicata var. s occurs in the 1 t1 fossil zone of the 1 tadori-
gawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Fusulinella pygmaea ISHII， sp. nov. 
(Plate X， Figures 8-19) 
Diagnosis: - Shell very small， subrhomboidal with somewhat tapering polar regions; 
inner one or two volutions coiling endothyroid or staffelloid; proloculus small， 37 to 57 
microns; number of volutions generally 5 to 5 1/2; spirotheca of inner volutions single 
layered or undifferentiated; tectoria very thin or indistinct; tunnel narrow; chon1ata 
weak， asymmetrical. 
Desc1ψtion: - Shell very small for genus， subrhomboidal with insated median part， 
slightly concave lateral slopes， polar regions somewhat tapering and its ends bluntly or 
moderately pointed. lnner one to two volutions are endothyroid or staffelloid， coiling 
at a large angle to axis of outer volutions. Mature shells having commonly 5 to 5 1/2 
volutions and rarely 4 1/2 to 6 volutions are 0.836 to 1.574 mm long and 0.410 to 0.787 
mm wide. Form ratio is 1.8 to 2.3. 
Proloculus is very small and spherical. lts outside diameter is 37 to 57 microns. 
Shell coils uniformly. Heights of chambers are about same throughout length of shell. 
Septa are straight， but they are weakly suted at polar regions. 
Spirotheca is relatively thin， composed of a tectum， a diaphanotheca and thin. upper 
and lower tectoria. Spirotheca of inner two or three volutions is single layered or undiffer-
entiated. Tectoria are very thin and discontinuous. Diaphanotheca becomes distinct 
from fourth volutIJon (rarely from third volution) on¥vard. Thickness of diaphanotheca 
from third to fifth volution of holotype (PF 1152) Is 4， 8， and 8 microns， respectively. 
、
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Tunnel is narrow， about one田halfas high as chamber. Chomata weak and asymme-
trical. 
Measure1nent: - See Table 9， p. 38， 39. 
Material: - Holotype， Reg. no. PF 1152， loc. 73， the It2 fossil zone at the Itadorigawa 
group at Itadorigawa. Other specimens， PF 1003b， 1058b， 1153， 10c.44; PF 1136a， 
1137a， 1137c， 10c. 57; PF 1143， 10c. 35， the It2 fossii zone. PF 1154， 1156， loc. 60; 
PF 1226， 10c 51， al from the 1 t3 fossil zone at 1 tadorigawa. 
Remarks: - This species is one of the smallest species of Fusulinella from the 1 tadori-
gawa group. Among the known species of the group of F. pulchra圃alta(IsH口、 1958，
p. 48， RAUSER， 1951， p.234)， this species resembles most closely Fusulinella elegantula 
in the shape of the shell， the mode of coiling and the shape of the tunnel and chomata. 
However this species is distingui:shed from F. elegantula in the smaller size， the smaU 
proloculus and the weaker chomata. 
This species resembles F. subpulchra PUTRJA in RAUSER from the Kashir horizon 
of the Russian platform and adjacent districts in the ontogenetical development of the 
spirotheca and shell form. It can be， however， distinguished from F. subpulchra in the 
smaHer size， the smaller number of volutions and the weaker chomata. 
This species resembles in some respects the group of Profusulinella librovichi (RAUSER， 
1951， p.173)， especially P. prolibグovichiRAUSER 1951 and P. pseudolibrovichi SAFONOV A 
1951 which was reported from the Russian platform and adjacent dIJstricts. However 
these species of Profusulinella have three layered spirQtheca of Profusulinella type. These 
species have often the axial fil1ings in the polar regions as seen on五gures1..9， plate 18 of 
RAUSER (1951)， although RAUSER did not mention of this in the text. In these two fea-
tures Fusulinella pygmaea can clearly be distinguished from the above two species. 
OCCU1'ァence:- Fusulinella pygmaea is abundant in the I t2 fossil zone， especial1y the 
upper part; and occurs rarely in 1 t3 fossi:l zone of the 1 tadorigawa gtoup at 1 tadorigawa. 
Fusulinella elegantula ISHII， sp. nov. 
(Plate X， Figures 20-34) 
19S6 Fusulinella elegantula ISHII， (MS.)， p. 23 (listed) 
Diagnosis: - Shell small subrhomboidal with tapering polar regions; lateral slopes 
concave; early volutions coiling endothyroid or staffelloid; shell coiling tightJy and 
uniform】y; number of voutions general1y 6 to 7; proloculus smal1， 41 to 66 microns; 
spirotheca relatively thin; tectoria generally thin， becoming comparatively thick in 
outer volutions; tunne] narrow; chomata promioent， subtriangular and asymmetrical. 
DescriJうtion:- Shell smal1 for genus， subrhomboidal with inflated median portion 
and concave lateral slope. Polar regions are tapering and poles are somewhat pointed. 
Inner one to t，;vo vo]utions are endothyroid or staffelloid， coiling at a large angle to axis 
of outer volutions. 1¥在atureshells having commonly 6 to 7 volutions are 1.722 to 2.706 
mm long and 0.902 to 1.148 mm wide. Form ratio is 1.8 to 2.3， rarely up to 2.8. Holo-
type is 2.009 mm long and 1.025 rnm wide， giving form ratio of first to seventh volution 
1.4，1.5，1.6) 2.0， 1.9， 1.9 and 2.0" respectively. 
Proloculus is smalI and spherical. I tsoutside diameter lS 41 to 66 microns. Shell 
coils tightly and uniformly. Heights of chambers are about same from tunne]s to poles. 
SeptaI counts of first to seventh volution are 6， 6-8， 10-12， 14噌 15，18，19・22and 24， res .
pectively. Septa are ahnost plane in central portions and are weakIy fluted in polar regions. 
Spirotheca is relatively thin. Diaphanotheca is not differentiated in inner twO 
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volutions， but becomes distinct from third to last volution. Tectoria are generally thin. 
Lower tectorium becomes comparatively thick in outer two volutions， except last vo帽
IutIJon wheτe tectoria are usual1y absent. Thiekness of diaphanotheca from third to slxth 
volution of bolotype (PF 1144) is 4， 8， 8 and 16 microns， respectively. 
Tunnel is narrow. Height of tunnel equals one田halfof height of chambers. Chomata 
are asymmetrical and well developed except for inner two volutions. Tunnel sides of 
chomata are very steep， perpendicular or sometimes overhanging. Poleward s]opes of 
chomata are extending to polar ends in inner volutions， but are steep and subtriangular 
in outer volutions. 
Measurement: - See Table 9， p. 38-39. 
M aterial: - Holotype， Reg. no. PF 1144， 10c. 62， the 1 t3 fossil zone of the 1 tadori圃
gawa group at Itadorigawa. Other specimens， PF 1268， 1oc. 32， the It2 fossil zone at 
Itadorigawa. PF 1145a， 1145b， 1147b、1148，1149，1150a) 1196b、10c.62; PF 1139， 1140， 
1141，1142，1270， 10c. 51; PF 1269， 10c. 60， the Its fossil zone at Itadorigawa. 
Remarks and Comparison: - This species belongs to the group of Fusulinella alta 
(ISHII， 1958， p.48). The group of F. altαis distinguishable from typical Fusulinella 
(group of Fusulinella bocki) in the following shel1 characters: Shell subrhomboidal in 
shape， with insated median portion， concave lateral slope， tapering toward polar ends， 
which are sharply or bluntly pointed; chomata more asymmetrical and subtriangular. 
After the writer's 1958 paper was published， he was able to refer fully to RAUSER (1951)， 
in which she recognized the group of Fusulinella pulchra. The above shell characters 
of the group of F. alta are similar to those of the group of F. pulchra by RAUSER， 1951. 
Therefore the both are synonymous and the latter can be used instead of the former. 
This group includes fol1owing species: 
Fusulinella alta VERVILLE， THOMPSON et LOKKE， 1956 
Fusulz"nella elegantula ISHII， sp. nov. 
Fusulinella eopulchra RAUSER， 1951 
Fusulinella itoi OZA WA， 1 925 
Fusulinella nevadensis VERVILLE， THOMPSON et LOKKE， 1956 
Fusulinella paγaioωensis PUTRJA， 1956 
Fusulinella pulchra RAUSER et BELJAEV， 1940 
Fusulinella pygmaea ISHII， sp. nov. 
Fusulinella subpulchra PUTRJA， 1937 
Fusulinella usvae DUTKEVITCH， 1932 
? Neofusulinella biconica HAYASAKA， 1924 
Most of these species are larger than F. elegantula. J t can be distinguished from F. 
puたhrain the smaller size， the smaller proloculus and the smaller number of volutions. 
From F. itoi， which is abundantly represented in Akiyoshi; it differs in its smaller size， 
smaller proloculus and more steep poleward sIope of chomata in the outer volutions. 
In general this species has some resemblance with Wedekindellina prolがcaKANMERA， 
1954 (p. 130-133. pl. 12， figs. 29-36; pl. 13， figs. 1-8) from the zone of“Fusulina" 
[ = Beedeina]， the Kurikian Stage of the Yayamadake limestone， Kyushu， J apan， in the 
shell form， the growth of the shell and the shape of the chomata. However this species 
di仔ersdistinctly from W. prolがcain the absence of the axial fillings in the polar region， 
though they are very weak in the latter species. Furthermore， this species is distinguish-
able from the latter in the smaller size， smaller number of volutions and endothyroid form 
in inner two volutions. 
Occurrence: - Fusulinella elegantula is common in the 1 t3 fossil zone of the 1 tadori-
、
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gawa group at 1 tadorigawa. 1 t rarely occurs in the 1 t2 fossil zone. 
Fusulinella bocki MOLLER， 1878 
In this paper the following subspecies of this species are discriminated: 
Fusuline lla bocki bocki 
F. bocki rotunda ISHII subsp. nov. 
F. bocki biconijormis ISHII subsp. nov. 
The diagnostic features of these subspecies are given below: 
character size of 
shel1 form no. of vol. eoi]ing lengtih width proloc. form ratio 
name (mm) (mm) (μ) 
infiated fusiform!5 1/2 to 6 1/2 i 1.6 to 2.0 medium F~bocki bocki to rarely uniform:2.0 to 3.1 1.3 to 1.8 rarely 82 to 131 spherical 7 to 8 1.2 to 1.5 
large subspherical 5 1/2 to 6 1/2 F. bocki 14.8 to 180 to rarely loose 2.2 to 3.2!1.4 to 2.5 1.4 to 1.6 γotunda rarely ellipsoidal 7 to 7 1/2 131 
inflated fusiform mlnute I 1.4 to 1.7 F. bocki to 6 1/2 to 8 I tight 2.4 to 3.6 1.，6 to 2.11 rarely bico切ifoγTYl，ts to medium biconical 1.9 to 2.0 49+to 114 
Fusulinella bocki bocki 
(Plate XI， Figures 1-13) 
1878 Fusulinella bocki MりLLER，Mem. Acad. Imp. Sci.， st. Petersb.， 7， ser.， tome 
25， p. 104・107，p1. 5， figs. 3a圃g，pl. 14， figs. 1-4. 
-1927 Neofusulinella bocki， LEE， Palaeont. Sinica， ser. B， voL 4， fasc. 1， p.16-18， 
p 1.1， fig. 2， p 1.2， figs. 12， 13， 17. 
1930 Fusulinella (N eザusulinella)bOeki， LEE ，&， CHEN， Mem. Nat. Res. Inst. Geol.， 
no. 9， p. 121， pl.8， figs. 8-12， p1. 9， figs. 1-3. 
1940 Fusulinella bocki， RAUSER， BELJAEV & REITLINGER， 'Tp. HeφT. Feo入.-pa3BeA.HH-
Ta.， HOB. oep.， Bbln 7， Ta6入.5，φsr. 11四 13
1945 Fusulinella bocki， THOMPSON， Amer. Jour. Sci.， vo1. 243， p. 447-450， pl.1， fig. 
15. 
1951 Fusulinella bocki， RAUSER， Tp. llHcT. reo入.HayK. AH CCCP， cnpaB-onpeA.， 
cap. 223， 1'a6入. 231，φsF. 7-9 
1958 Fusulinella bocki， SHENG， Palaeont. Sinica， no. 143， ne，v ser. B， no. 7， p. 31， p1.
7， figs. 14， 15， 17， ? 16. 
(cfr.) 1934 Fusulinella bocki， CHEN， Mem. Nat. Res. Inst. Geol.， no. 14， p. 36， 37， pl.6， 
figs. 1-3. 
(cfr.) 1944 Fllsul仇ellabocki， 1"'ORIYAMA， Japan. Jour. Geol. Geogr.， vol. 19， nos. 1-4， p. 
70-72， pl.6， figs. 3-8. 
( cfr. ) t 948 Fusul:仇ellabocki， PUTRJA & LEONTOVICH， Ero人入. MOGK. 06田Ba HCIIbIT. 
npHpoAbI， OTん reo入づ T.23 (4)， CTp. 31， Ta6入.2， psC. 7 
(cfr.) 1958 Fusulinella sp. cfr. Fusulz'nella bocki， TORIYAMA， Mem. Fac. Sci.， Kyusht!l Univ. 
Ser. D， geol.， vol. 7， pl.2， figs. 20-22， pl.3， figs. 1， 2.
(not) 1925 Fusul仇ellabocki， OZAvVA， Jour. Coll. Sci. Imp. Univ. To.kyo， vol. 45， art. 6， 
p. 17， 18， pl.111， figs. '7， '9， 10. 
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Description of the specimens .fro.m the Itadorigawa group: - Shel1 inftated fuslform 
with pointed or bluntly pointed poles， sometimes* subspherical or ellipsoidal with round-
ed poles. Central portion is inftated dome-like and later slopes are generally convex. 
N umber of volutions of mature shell is usual1y 5 1/2 to 6 1/2， rarely 7 to 8. Mature shells 
vary from 1.968 to 3.075 mm in length and from 1.271 to 1.763 mm.in width. Form ratio 
is 1.6 to 2.0， rarely 1.2 to 1.5. Form ratio does not very much increase from early to last 
volution. Inner two or three volutions are spherical. A typical specimen (PF 1161) 
is 2.870 mm long and 1.640 mm wide， giving form ratios of first to sixth volution 1.0， 
1.3， 1.3， 1.3， 1.4 and 1.7， respectively. Proloculus is medium in size and spherical. Its 
outside diameter is 82 to 131 microns. Shel1 coils uniformly. I-Ieights of first to sixth 
volution vary between 33-49， 49-66， 82・114，82-164， 148田 230(rarely 98) and 131・262
microns， respectively. Heights of chambers are essentially same throughout length of 
shel1， except for extreme polar regions of outer volut.ions of fusiform specimens where 
chambers become slightly higher than in median part of shell. 
Speirotheca consisting of a tectum， a diaphanotheca， and upper and lower tectoria. 
Diaphanotheca is visible from second to last volution. Lower tectorium is well deVieloped 
on inner surface of protheca， especially in central portion of shel1， except for last volution 
where tectoria are usually lacking. Upper tectorium decreases in thickness poleward 
from edge of chomata. Thickness of protheca of second to seventh and a half volution 
of a typical specimen is 4， 4" 8， 16， 20 and 20 microns， respectively. 
Septa are almost plane in central portion of shell， but are weakly fluted in polar regions. 
Tunnel is narrow， and becomes gradually wide outward. Its height is half or more of that 
of charnber. Chomata are wetl developed from first to last volution. Tunnel sides of 
chomata are very steep， sometimes almost perpendicular， but their poleward slopes are 
very gentle in most of volutions， extending down lateral slope of volutions into polar regions. 
In outer volutions of some specimens1' poleward slopes of chomata are limited to one圃third
or one圃fourthof distance between center and pole. 
Measurement: - See Table 10， p. 40， 41. 
Material: - Reg. no. PF 1080， 1oc. 2， the It1 fossil zone at Itadorigawa. PF 1161， 
10c.61; PF 1190， 10c. 45; PF 1187， 10c. 68; PF 1157，1158，1159， 10c. 51; PF 
1150b， 1164，1165， 1167a， 1128b， 10c. 62; PF 1174， 1200b， 10c. 60， alform the lt3 fossil 
zone at 1 tadorigawa. 
Observation: - Beside typical specimens there are found some subspherical or el-
lipsoidal specimens， in which the number of volutions is 6 1/2 to 8 and the form ratio is 
1.2 to 1.5'. The lines marked with * in the above description refer to these less nearly 
typical specimens. 
Remarks: - F. bocki was restudied by THOMPSON (1945) who described and illustrated 
the topotype specimen from Kresty， Government of Tver， Russia， since MりLLER'Soriginal 
description and il1ustration were inadequate. 
ln 1951 numerous species of the genus Fusulinella in the Russian platform were treat-
ed by RAUSER and others. She described the basic shell characters of F. bocki as follows: 
Inflated， short shell， with convex central portion of the shel1， shell fOl1D not changing 
throughout al volutions and hardly making clear extension rhroughout growth; 
bluntly pointed axial ends; very narrow tunnels and massive， subrectangular chomata， 
broader in early volutions. The above shell characters given by RAUSER agree well 
* see p. 23 (Obse門Jation)
、
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with what THOMPSON described about the topotype specimen. 
Though the Itadorigawa specimens show a wide range of variation， they have such 
essential characters as follows: 1) in:flated shell form with convex central portion; 2) form 
ratios which. hardly change throughout growth; 3) very narrow tunnel; 4) well developed 
chomata which often become rectangular and massive in outer volutions; 5) thick 
spirotheca， especially well developed lower tectorium. 
RAUSER did not discuss about the thickness of al four layers. However THOMPSDN 
said on the spirotheca: “The spirotheca is composed of a thin tectum， a thin diaphano圃
theca， and relatively thick upper and lower tectoria，" furthermore; “The thicknesses 
of al four layers of the spirotheca immediately over the tunnel in the ~econd tQ the fifth 
volution of this specimen are ctbout 30， 40， 60' and 62 microns， respectively". 
ln the 1 tadorigawa specimens the thickness of spirotheca in the second to the third 
volution is generally thinner than that of THOMPSON'S topotype， though there are some 
ltadorigawa specimens which have spirotheca of 40 microns in thiGkness in the third 
volution. 
The present specimens do not belong to Fusulinella asiatica lGo， *1956 (p. 2'02-205， 
p1. 6， figs. 4-22)， because of their larger size and weU developed massive chomata. lGO 
(op. cit.) included Fusulinella bocki in LEE (1927) and CHEN (1930) within the synonym 
list of h.is F. asiatica. But these Chinese specimens cannot be distinguished fron1 F. bocki 
bocki with regard to the above-mentioned features， which are essential for F. bocki. 
Some specimens (PF 1174， PF 1190， PF 1200b) which are characterized by the sub圃
spherical fOlm， minute prolo<二ulusand a large number of volutions (7 to 8 volutions)‘ 
resemble F. subspherica TORIYAMA (1958， p.52圃 54，pL 4， figs.に11}from the Fusulinella 
biconica zone of the Akiyoshi limestone than F. bocki bocki SU' far as the shell form is con圃
cerned. These specimens， how1ever， can be di~tinguished from F. subspheηca in the 
smaller proloculus and the sligh tly smaUer size of the shell. These differences do not seem 
to oe 0f speci:fic importance. Unfortunately， however， F. subsρherica is represented by 
poorly preserved specimens and any more exact comparison between them is at present 
impQs&ible. Since the presen凶ts釦ubs叩phe児rical specimens from lt匂adorigawa ate not 
numerous and since there exist transitional forms between 1these :flおO
F. bωockμi boωckμi， these forms are here retained wi thin F. bocki bocki. 
Occurrence: _" The p:resent species is abundant in the 1 t3 fossil zone of the 1 tadori-
gawa group at ltadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
lt occurs very rarely in the lt1 fossil zone. 
Fusulinella bocki rotunda ISHII， subsp. nov. 
(Plate XI， Figures 14-18， Plate X[I， Figures 1-7) 
1956 Fusulinella rotunda ISHII (MS.)， p.24 (listed) 
1958 Fusulinella rotunda ISHII， p.34 (listed) 
Descr争tion:_ SheH subゅhericalto ellipsoidal， with bluntly pointed or rounded poles. 
Central portion of shell is inflated dome-like and lateral sJopes convex. Number of volu圃
tions of mature shells is usuaI1y 5 1/2 to 6 1/2， rarely 7 1/2. Mature shells vary from 
2.214 to 3.157 mm in length and from 1.517 to 2.460 mm in width. Form ratio is 1.4 to 
1.6. Form ratio hardly increases from early volution to last. Form ratI!os of first to 
勢 Postscript:Recently IGO regarded F. asiatica as a subspecies of F. bocki (IGo， 1960， p.10) 
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seventh volutI:on of holotype are 1.0， 1.2， 1.2， 1.3， 1.3， 1.3 and 1.4， respectiv~ly. 
Proloculus I!s large and spherical. 1 tsoutslide dirameter is 148 to 180 microns， and 
rarely 131 microns. Shell coils 100s'ely and uniformly. Heights of chambers above 
tunnel in first to sixth v'olutlon are 33・82，66-98， 82圃 1311 114-180， 98-230 and 180帽262
micTons， respectively. Rates of growth of first to sixth volution of holotype are 1 :1.3 (1 
vo1.;2vol.)， 1 :1.3 (2 vol.: 3 vol.)， 1 :1.6 (3 vol. : 4 vol.)， 1 :1.3 (4 vol.: 5 vol.)， 1 :1.2 (5 VQl. 
:6 vol.) and 1 :1.3 (6 voI. : 7 vol.)， respectively. Chambers are essentially same in height 
poleward from tunnet Spirotheca is thiek and composed of a tectum， a diaphanotheca， 
and upper and lowerをectoria. Diaphanotheca cannot be c】earlyobserved in first volution， 
but appears elearly from second volution. Tectorium， especial1y lower tectorium be圃
comes rapidly thick from third volution. 'Thickness of protheca of second to sixth volution 
of holotype Ils 4， 8， 12， 12， 2'0 and 25 microns， respectively. Septa are plane in central 
portions， hut are irregularly fluted in extreme polar regions except for firstvoTution. Sep'ta 
are relativelly ，closely spaced. Almost al 0ぱfse叩ptaexcept for septa of a few outelf char口:mト-
bers are coated t仏h江i化cklyby secω《0〉ndd仇!泡arηyde叩1'os幻i討tおswhich c∞ωont抗imIn1u|etωO imInmIn1le灯rt句ectori
ing and succeeding chamb'ers. Septal counts of :first to seventh volution of typical sagittal 
specimen are 7， 12， 16， 22， 22， 25 and 20， )i.espectively. Tunnel rs narrow and its f)ath 
is somewhat irregular. Tunnel angles of first to seventh volution of ho】otypeare 19， 
18， 17，2仏20，23 and 26 degrees， respectively. ThlJnnel is about a half as high as cham-
beFS in almost aU volutlQns. Chomata are weH deve[oped throughout sheU except 
for last vo[ution of SQme specimens. Tbey are rnasslve and asymmetrical. Tunnel Sldes 
of cbomata aJre very st@ep， vert:ical， or sometimes uverhanging. Po~eward stopes are very 
gentI@， extendin港喝g，nearly to po~es in inn 
slope閃sbecome st伐ee叩pand thei口廿rforms he氏o∞iomeoften recta~gular. 
Measurement: - ，s'ee Tab~e 10， p.40-43. 
MateriaJ: -_ Holotype， Reg. 00. PF 1176， 10c. 60， the It3 fossH zome of the Itadori-
gawa gr0up at Itad@FI!gawa. Ot仏herspec~町Z白mens， PF 11 77， 1日，8'仏 2日18剖1，1182， 1184フ 1271，
10ε. 60⑪~; PF 11，612， 1279;) loc. :61; PF 1169， 1170， 10c.， 62; PF 1160， 1oc. 51， the It3 
fos'Sil ZQ)ne at 1 tadoFig1awa. 
R.emarks，: - This sUDspeci，es oeloQgs to the group of F. bocki in RAUSER (1951， p.223) 
hy tbe chaFacter of tbe sheH form， the massive chomata， the narrow tunnel， the thick 
S，pll.iotbeca， and th.e form ratiu vvhich hardly changes throughout the growth. 
The presen~ suhspecies caJF.l be distinguished from F. bocki bocki by th.at in the former 
the pl，ioLoculus is， lar;ger and shell coi~s more loosely. Compared with typical F. bocki 
bocki， itcan b.e pointed out， furthermore， that the form ratio is smaller， that the poles are 
E・例lndedand that tbe shell form is rath.er ellipsoidal or subspherical in F. bocki rotunda. 
There exist， however， SQme intermediate forms (PF 1174， PF 1200b， PF 1190， PF 1164) 
whicD are conveniently referred to F. bocki bocki. Like F. bocki bocki they have compara四
tive]ly small preloculus and tigh.tly ooiled shell， but the shell form Is rather subspherical 
or .ellipsoidal as in F. bocki rotunda. Owing to the presence of these intermediate forms， 
rotunda is here regarded as a subspecies of F. bocki. 
Occurrence: The present subspecies is common in the lower and middle parts of 
the 1 t3 fossil zone and abundant in the uppermost part of this fossil zone of the 1 tadorigawa 
group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Fllsulinella bocki biconijormis 1SHII， 'Subsp. nov. 
(Plate XII， Figures 8-17) 
、
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1956 FusulineZla biconica kUfosegawensis ISHII， (1¥在s.)，p. 24 (listed) 
1958 Fusulinella kurosegawensis biconifurmis ISHII， (MS.)， p 36， pl. 2， fig. 4. 
Descゆtion:- Shel1 inflated fusiform or biconical， having bluntly pointed poles. 
C'entral parts are inflated dome-like and lateral slopes are generally straight. Number 
of volutlons of mature sheUs is usual1y 6 1/2 to 8. These mature specimens are 2.378 to 
3.608? mm long and 1.599 to 2.091 mm wide. Formratio is 1.4 to 1.7， rarely 1.9 to 2.0. 
Form ratio shows almost no change during growth. Shel1 forms are spherical in inner 
three or four volutions and become gradual1y biconical outward. Form ratios of first 
to elIghth volutlIon of holotype are 1.0'， 1.1， 1.1， 1，2. 1.3， 1.3， 1.6 and 1.5， respectively. 
Proloculus is minute to medium and spher:ical. I tsoutside diameter is 49十 to1~4 
microns. Shell coils tightly and uniformly. Heights of chambers above tunnel in first 
to seventh volution are 33-49， 49-66， 66圃 98，82聞131，114-197， 164-279 and 213-293 
microns， respectively. ，Chambers are nearly same in height poleward from tunne1. 
Spirotheca is thick and composed of a tectum， a diaphanotheca， and upper and lower 
tectoria. Diaphanotheca cannot be clearly observed in first two volutions and well dis-
cernible from third volution. Tectorium， especially lo¥rer tectorium becomes rapidly thick 
from fourth volation. Tecto、riadecrease in thickness poleward from edge of chomata. 
Thickness of protheca of first to eighth volution of holotype is 4， 4， 4"8， 12， 12， 20 and 
20 microns， respectively. Septa are plane in central parts， but are irregularly fluted in 
extreme polar regions， except for early two volutions. Tunnel is narrow， becomes 
gradually wide outward， and is almost a half as high as chambers. Its path is somewhat 
irregular. Tunnel angles of second to sixth volution of holotype are 16， 16， 16， 25 and 26 
degrees， re3pectively. Chomata are well developed from second volution. Tunnel sides 
are very steep， vertical， or sometimes overhanging. Poleward slopes of chomata are very 
gentle， extending almost to poles in inner volutions. In outer volutions their poleward 
slopes are steep and their forms become often subrectangular. 
Measurement: - See Table 10， p.40-43. 
Mate1l'ial: - Holotype， Reg. no. PF 1072， 10c. 60， the I t3 fossil zone of the I tadorigawa 
group at I tadorigawa. Other specimens" PF 1178， 1183， 1185， 1186， 10c. 60; PF 1171， 
1172， 1278a， 10c， 62; PF 1163， 10c. 61; PF 1191， 10c.65， the It3 fossil zoneat 
1 tado rigawa. 
Remarks:-This subspecies nas the foI1owing essential characters of F. bocki: 1) 
in:flated shell form with convex central portion; 2) Eorm ratios hardly changing through 
growth; 3) very narrow tunnel; 4) well developed chomata which are massive and 
subrectangular in outer volutions; 5) thj ck spirotheca. Therefore i t should be 
included within F. bocki (s.1.). However， this subspecies is distinguishable frcm F. 
bocki bocki in its biconical shel1 form， larger siz'e， and generaUy sma~ler proloculus. 
Number of volutions tends to be larger in F. bocki bicon~formis. 
SOlne specimens， including the holotype， somewhat resemble Fusulinella biconica 
(HAYASl¥KA) so that the writer previously called the present form F. bicollica kurosfgav:ensis. 
However， F. biconica has more typical biconical form with slightly εoncave lateral slopes 
and more slender poleward slope of the chomata in the outer volutions. 
Occurrence:-The present subspecies is cornmon in the 1 t3 fossil zone of the I tadori圃
gawa group at Itadorigawa， l<.urosegawa-village， Higashiuwa-gun， Ehime Prefecture. 
Fusulinella spp. 
(Plate X， Figures 5， 6， 7) 
Three axial sections of Fusulinella among the present col1ection aJ;e not refe13 ble 
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to any of the abDve described speci1es. Two fOltllS can be distinguished. They are here 
mentioned as Fusulinella spp. 
First form， represented by Pl. X， Fig. 5， has following shell characters: She111arge 
for genus， inflated fusiform with bluntly pointed poles and slightly concave lateral slopes; 
number of volutions 6 1/2; dimension: length 3..516 mm; width 1.722 mm; form ratios 
of first to sixth volution 1.1， 1.3" 1.6， 1.9， 2.0 and 2.2， respectively; first volution coilirg 
at a large angle to axis of outer volutions; shel1 coiled tightly and uniformly; chamb.er 
allmost same in height within each volution except for inner two volutions; proloculus 
small， i tsoutside diameter 66・82microns; spirotheca composed of four layers， lQwer 
tectorium becoming rapidly thick from third or fourth volution outwards， but upper 
tectorium very thin; tunnellow， becoming rapidly wide outwards; chomata asymmetrical， 
very weak from first to last volution. 
Second form， which is represented by Pl. X， Figs. 6， 7， resembles first form in sheU 
size， number of volutions， mode of coiling and size of proloculus， though there ]s only 
slight difference in shell size and proloculus size. However， second form is inftated 
fusiform shell with convex or straight lateral slopes， with narrow tunnel， beccming 
gradually wide and with prominent and asymmetrical chomata. 
Measurement:-See Table 11， p.42， 43. 
Mαterial:-Reg. no. PF 1247， 1249， loc. 2; PF 1248， loc. 39， the ]t1 fossil zone at 
1 tadorigawa. 
Comparisoη:--Th.e first form resembles F.かoensisin shell form and shell size. The 
former， however， di庄ersdistinct~y froffi tbe latter I:n its weaker chomata， wider tunnel， 
more tight coiling in inner volutions and smaH，er proloculus. The s，econd forms resemble 
F. iyoensis in sheU form and the mode of the chornata and of the tunnel. lt .can be 
distinguished froHl F. iyo'ensis in唱 its S'maller size， convex lateral slope and smal1er 
proloculus. 
Occu1~rence: ~ This species rarely OCCUllS in tb.e 1 t1 fossil zone of the 1 tadorigawa 
group" 1 tador~gawa， }< urosegawa-village， Hig，ashiuwa-gun.， Ehime Prefecture. 
Addendum to Part 1. 
Fusulinαehi，mensis， a new name for Fusulina regularis ISHII， 1958. 
In the previous paper“Fusulinids from the Middle Upper Carboniferous Itadori-
gawa Group in Western Shikoku， Japan， Part 1. Genus Fusulina" (ISHII， 1958， Jour. 
Inst. Polytechnics， Osaka City UnI:v.， Ser. G， vol. 4， p. 5-7， pl.1， fig. 2; p】.111， figs. 
7~13) ， the name Fusulina regularis was proposed as new. 
P'rof. Em. H. YABE has kindly called the writer's attention to the fact that this trivial 
name is preoccupied by Fusulina regularis SCHELLWIEN， 1898， which the latter is NOW 
clas-sed under the genus Schwagerina. Henoe the present writer pl'oposes here the new 
substitute name Fusulina ehimensis for Fusulinaγegularis ISHII， 1958. 
Postscript: 
Th.e name，“Kurosegawa-vilIage" in this paper should be repaced by “Shirokawa-town" . 
The former is at present included with.in the latter. 
Actual date of publication 
島'larch 10， 1962 
、
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Table 1. Measurements of Eostaffella sp. cfr. Eostaffella bigemmicula (IGo) 
and Eostaffella sp. 
Eostaffella sp. cfr. E. bigemmic'lua (100) 
29 
Lo. Reg. no. Pl. Fig. L. W. R. P. Vol. Diameter Height of volution (mm.) no. V1 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 
32 PF1218 6. 1 .184 .389 0.42 .041 31/2 .082 .164 .295 一 .029 .053 .070 .090 (V3~2) 
37 PF1067b 6. 2 .131 .360 0.36 .049 4 .074 .123 .196 .360 .029 .025 .033 .094 
20 PF1223 6. 3 .189 .348 0.34 一 3 .123 .209 .348 .041 .053 .082 
62 PFl147a 6. 4 .082 .282 0.29 .037 3 .172 .282 - .029 .045 .062 
35 PF1222 一 .094 .274 0.34 .037 3 .082 .164 .274 - .020 .041 .070 一
62 PFl196 6. 5 .086 .226 0.38 .029 3 .086 .139 .226 一 .020 .033 .041 一
32 PF1220 一 .123 .389 0.32 .045 31h .082 .155 .299 一 . 020 . 041 . 078 . 090 (V3~2) 
Eostaffellαsp. 
37 PF1221 6. 6 .156 .291 0.53 ー 4 1 .062 .098 .172 .2911 .012 .020 .037 .062 
Lo.1 Reg. no・
Thickness of spirotheca (mm.) Form ratio of volution 
Vl 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 
32 PF1218 .008 .008 .012 . 012 (V3~2) 0.7 0.7 0.4 一
37 PF1067b .004 .008 .012 .016 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4 
20 PF1223 .008 .008 .012 一 0.6 0.4 0.3 一
62 PFl147a .008 .008 .012 一 一 0.4 0.3 ・一
3S PF1222 .008 .012 .012 一 0.7 0.4 0.3 一
62 PFl196 .008 .008 .008 0.6 0.5 0.4 一
32 PF1220 .008 .008 .012 .012 (V31/2) 0.6 0.5 0.4 一
37 I PF1221 1.004.008.012.016 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 
L.， length (mm.); W.， width (mm.); R.， ratio of length to width; 
P.， proloculus diameter (mm.); V1， 2， 3， volutions 1，2， and 3; Lo.， 
locality. 
Tahle 2. Measurements of Millerella ? sp. 
Lo. Reg. no・Pl. Fig. L. W. R. P. 
Vol. Diameter (mm.) 雪 Heightofvolution (mml 
V1 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 no. 
73 PFl195a .094 .381 !O. 25 .041 31/2 .090 .168 .287 .020 .041 .062 . 082 (V3~2) 
57 PF1207b 6. 8 .111 .361 0.30 .041 31/2 .090 .168 .282 .029 .045 .049 . 082 (V3~z) 
57 PFl194a 6. 7 .086 .406 0.20 .045 3 .156 .267 .406 .037 .070 .098 
Thickness of spirotheca (mm.)IForm ratio of volution 
Lo.1 Reg. no・|V1 23--4 ' '¥ Vl 2 3 4 
73 I PFl195a I .008 .012 .008 .012(V31/z) 10.5 0.4 0.3 
57 I PF1207b I .008 ー .008.012 (V3Y2) I 0.5 0.5 0.4 
57 I PF1194a I .004 .008 .012 - I 0.4 0.4 0.2 
、
. 
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Table 3. Measurements of Eoschubertella toriyamai ISHII， Eoschubertella sp. cfr・.E. lata 
(LEE et CHEN) and Eoschube1'tella sp. cfr. E. obscura (LEE et CHEN) 
Eoschube1'tella toriyamai ISHII， sp. nov. 
Reg. no Pl.Fig. L. W. R. P. 
Vol. Radius vector (mm.) Ratio of H1./Rv. 
Lo. no. Vl 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 
32 PF1205 6.23 .525 .458 1.14 .041 31h . 066 . 098 .213 .246 (V3Yz) 1 0 0.90.81.1(V3% 
32 PF1022b 6.24 .492 .393 1.25 .049 3 .066 .114 .197 -- 1.0 1.3 1.3 --
43 PF1208 6.27 .410 .361 1.14 .057 3 .066 .114 .197 一 1.0 1.0 1.2 一
57 PF1207a 6.26 .475 .344 1.38 .062 3% .049: .098 .148 .197 (V3Yz) ~ .IQ Q. ~ ~.1 1.3(V3Yz 
35 *PF1098b 6.31 .492 .443 1.11 .070 3 .066 .131 .262 -- 1.2 0.9 0.9 --
35 PF1202 6.32 .410 .344 1.1:9' .066 3 .066 .114 .197 一 0.8 0.9 1.0 一ロ
57 PF1209 6.33 .262 .279 0.95 .053 3 .049 .098 .164 一 1.0 0.8 0.8 
57 PF1210 6.28 .230 .230 1.00 .045 3 .033 .082 .131 一 1.5 1.0 0.9 一
35 PF1203 6.34 .328 .311 1.05 .057 3 .066 .098 .164 一 0.8 1.0 1.0 一
20 PF1217 6.35 .295 .262 1.13 .062 3 .049 .082 .148 1.0 1.2 1.1 一
57 PF1215a 6.37 .393 .328 1.20 .078 3 .066 .114 .164 一 1.0 1.1 1.3 
32 PF1216 6.36 .475 .377 1.26 .062 3Yz .066 .098 . 164 .213 (V3Yz) o . 8 O. 8 O. 9 1. 2(V3Yz 
Eoschubertella sp. cfr・.E. lata (LEE et CHEN) 
73 PF1214 6.39 .410 .279 1.47 .025 4 .033 .066 .098 .164 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.5 
43 PFl199 6.38 .410 .262 1.56 .025 4 .033 .049 .082 .148 0.7 0.7 1.4 1.6 
73 PF1213 一 .557 .361 1.55 .041 4 .，049 .082 .148 .197 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.6 
60 PF1200a 6.40 .361 .238 一 .029 4 .033 .066 .114 .180 1.0 1.4 1.4 P 
• 
Eoschubertelta sp. cfr. E. obscura (LEE et CHEN) 
35 PF1204 6.42 .492 .361 1.36 .062 31;2 .049 .098 .164 .197 (V3%) 1.31.21.21.3(V3Yz) 
73 PFl195b 6.44 .541 .361 1.47 .062 3 .066 .114 .197 -- 0.9 1.4 1.5 --
73 PF1212 6.43 .492 .361 1.36 .074 3 .049 .114 .197 一 1.3 1.4 1.8 一
73 PF1198 6.41 .426 .361 1. ]8 .070 3 .066 .098 .164 一 0.8 1.2 1.2 一
* Holotype; Hl， half length; Rv， Radius vector. 
Table. 3. (continued) 
Eoschubertella torかamaiISHlI， sp. IilOV. 
Lo. Reg. no. 
Height of volution (mm.) Thickness of spirotlieca Tunnel angle (degree) 
一 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 V1 
32 PF1205 .033 .033 .066 .098(V3Yz) . 004 . 008 . 012， . 012ぐV31h) 一 一 一 一
32 PF1022b I •033 . 033 . 082 -- .008 .012 .012 -- 一 一 一
43 PF1208 I • 033 . 066 . 098 .008 .012 .016 一 一 一 一 一
57 I PF1207a . 033 . 049 . 049 . 082(V3Yz) .004 .998 .01? .008(V31h) 一 一 一 一
35 * PF1098b .033 .049 .148 -- .008 .008 .012 -- 一 一 一 一
35 PF1202 .033 .049 .082 一 .008 .008 .008 一 一 一 23 (V2Yz) 
57 PF1209 .033 .049 .066 .008 ? .008 一 一 一 一• 
57 PF1210 .033 .049 .066 一 I • 004 . 008 . 012 一 一 一 一
35 PF1203 .033 .049 .082 一 I • 22~ . 22~ . 2 ~ ~ 一 一 26 一
20 PF1217 .033 .033 .066 一 .004 .008 .012 一 25 一
57 PF1215a .033 .049 .066 一 .004 .012 .004 一 一 一 一 一
3'2 PF1216 .033 .033 .049 .082(V3Yz) .004 .008 .012 .012(V3Yz) 一 一 一 一
Eoschubertella sp. cfr. E. lata (LEE et CHEN) 
73 PF1214 .016 .016 .049 .049 .004 .004 .008 .012 一 23 
43 PF1199 .016 .016 .049 .066 .004 .004 .008 .'008 一 一 一 24 
73 PF1213 .033 .033 .066 .049 .004 .004 .008 .012 一 13 21 
60 PF1200a .016 .03'3 .049 .06'6 I • 004 . 008 . 012 . 012 一 一
ーーー
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Eoschubertella sp. cfr. E. obscura (LEE et CHEN) 
Lo. Reg. no. Height of volution (mm.) 'rhickness of spirotheca Tunnel angle (degree) 
V1 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 V1 2 3 4 
35 I PF1204 .008 .012 .016 .016(V3~) . 033 . 049 . 066 . 082(V31j2) 一 一 一
73 PFl195b .033 .04.9 .OR2 一 .008 .008 .012 一 14 21 一
73 PF1212 .033 .049 .082 一 .004 .008 .016 一 一 12 19 一
73 I PFl198 .033 .033 .066 一 .004 .008 .016 一 一 一 18 一
Table 4. Measurements of Fusiella typicαψarsa SHENG and Fusiella sp. 
Fusiella tYPica sparsαSHENG 
Lo. Reg. no. Pl. Fig. L. W. R. P. Vol. Radius vector (mm.) Ratio of Hl.jRv. V1 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 5 110. 
62 PF1224 7. 2 1.311 .393 3.33 .037 5 .049 .066 .098 .131 .213 1 0 1 3 2 3 3 5 3.2 
44 PF1127b 7. 8 1.066 .426 2.50 .045 4 .066 .098 .148 .230 一 13 20 26 22 -
ーーーー61 PF1226 7. 13 1.410 .426;3.31 .041 5 .049 .078 .098 .148 .230 0.8 0.7 2.2 2.3 2.6 
62 PF1225 7. 4 .9181.3177 2.4.3 .037 5 .033 .053 .082 .114 .197 1.0 1.0 1.4 2.1 2.4 
44 PF1025b 7. 11 1.082 .458 2.36 .041 4 .066 .098 .148 .246 一 1.3 1.8 2.4 2.3 -
31 PF1238 6. 4.6 1.131 .458 2.4.6 .037 5 .04.5 .053 .114 .164 .262 0.5 1.5 23 2.6 2.2 
57 PF1256a 7. 18 .902 .361 2.56 .029 4 .041 .070 .114 .180 一 1.3 1.2 2.6 2.7 -
35 PF1234 7. 15 1.541 .475 3.24 一 5 .037 .066 .114 .180 .262 1.1 2.5 2.9 2.7 3.0 
32 PF1266b 7. 6 1.033 .393 2.63 .041 5 .049 .053 .098 .148 .230 0.7 1.5 2.5 2.4 2.4 
44 PF1258b 7. 7 1.328 .44.3 3.00 -I 41h? ー .066.098 .164 . 262(V41j2) 1.3 2.5 3.0 2.6(V41h) 
57 PF1215b 6.. 45 .918 .393 2.33 .0331 412 .041 .066 .114 .180 .197 -10.9 1.0 1.6 1.8 2. 2 (V41j2) 
31 PF1237 7. 12 1.172 .475 2.48 .049' 5 .041 .066 .098 .164 .246 10.7 0.7 2.5 2.3 2.4 
57 PFl137b 7. 5 1.016 .393 2.48 - ~ 4 .045 .082 .114 .197 一 1.1 1.0 2.4 2.7 ー  -  
57 PF1256b 7. 14. .721 .295 2.44 .037 41/2 .033 .053 .082 .131 .164 1.3 1.2 2.2 2.1 2. 2 (V41j2) 
Fusiella sp. 
32 PF1028b 7. 19 . 86HI. 426 2.04 .029 5 .029 .041 .082 .148 .246 o 7 1.4 1.2 2.0 1.8 





































































































































































































































32 PF1028b .016 .041 .033 .049 .082 .004 .004 .008 .008 .012 1 P 12 .
57 PF1256c .041 .033 .045 .078 .004 .004 .008 .012 12 12 28 
32 Ken".ichi ISHII 
Tab1e 5. Measurements of Fusulinella minutissima ISHII， sp. nov. 
Fusulinela m仇utissimaISHII， sp. nov. 
Lo. Reg. no・ Pl. Fig. L. W. R. P. 
Vo1. Radius vector (mm.) 
no. V1 2 3 4 5 6 
一
44 PFl123a 7. 24 1.082 .639 1.69 .053 41/2 .066 .114 .197 .311 .458(V41/2) 
44 PFl123b 7. 33 1.47'5 .820' 1.80 .057 5 .066 .114 .197 .295 .361 一
19 PF1108 一 1.066 .574 1.86 .049 41/2 .049 .082 .148 .246 . 328(V 41/2) 
62 PF1128a 7. 30 .951 .622 1.52 .037 5 .066 .098 .148 .乞.10.328 一
73 PFl129b 7. 25 1.475 .869 1.69 .049 5 .098 .131 .213 .311 .458 一
35 PFl134 7. 22 1.639 .869 1.89 .045 6 .049 .082 .131 .213 .311 .475 
73 *PFl131 7.21，26 ， .787 .492 1.60 .C62 41/2 .066 .082 .148 .213 . 279'(V 41/2) 
73 PFl195c 8.4， 5 .902 .541 1.69 .057 41/2 .066 .098 .148 .230 .311(V41/2) 
44 PFl125 7. 28 1.574 .820 1.92 .057 6 .066 .082 .131 .213 .29S .475 
73 PFl130 7. 27 1.049 .622 1.68 .062 5 .049 .082 .131 .213 .328 一
32 PFl120 7. 23 1.262 .672 1.87 .057 5 .049 .098 .148 .246 .377 一
57 PFl121 一 .820 .458 1.79 .041 41!z .'049' .082 .131 .213 .262 -
35 PFl133 一 一 .852 一 .062 51/2 .066 .098 .164 .262 .393 .443 3 
44 PFl126 7. 20 一 .885 一 .045 51/2 .066 .114 .，180 .279 .410 .443 
44 PFl127a 一 .639 .041 5 .066 .098 .148 .230 .328 一
73 PFl132b 7. 29 一 .738 一 .041 5 .066 .098 .164 .246 .393 一
Lo. 1 Reg. no. 
44 I PFl123a 
44 I PFl123b 
19 1 PF1108 
62 1 PFl128a 
73 1 PF1129b 
35 1 PFl134 
73 I*PFl131 
73 1 PF1195c 
44 1 PF1125 
73 1 PFl130 
32 I PFl120 
57 I PFl121 
35 I PFl133 
44 I PFi126 
荏4I PFl127a 
73 I PFl132b 
Height of vo1ution (mm.) 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 
.033 .049 .066 .114 .131(V41/2) 
.049 .049 .082 .114 .164 -
.033 .033 .066 .114 .114(V4~2) 
.033 .049 .066 .082 .098 -
.033 .049 .066 .098 .148 一
.033 .049 .049 .082 .098 .164 
.033 .033 .C49 .066 .098(V41/2) 
.033.049.049.082.098(V4%) 
.033 .'033 .049 .066 .082 .164 
.016 .033 .049 .082 .114 
.033 .033 .049 .098 .131 
.029 .029 .049 .074 .094 
.033 .049 .066 .082 .131 . 148(V51/2) 
.033 .049 .066 .098 .148 . 131(VI51/2) 
.033 .049 .049 .082 .098 
.033 .049 .066 .098 .131 
Thickness of spirotheca (m，m.) 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 
. 008 . 012 . 0'12' . 008 ー
.004 .008 - .012 .OC8 
.004 .008 .012 .016 .008(V41/2) 
.004 .008 .012 .020 .008 -
.004 .008 .016 .020 .033 -
.004 .008 .0'1.2 .016 .020 .020 
.004 .008 .012 .01'6 . 008(V 41!z) 
.004 .008 .012 .016 .008(V41/2) 
.004 .004 .008 .012 .016 .020 
.004 .008 .008 .016 .020 
.004 .008 .012 .016 .020 
.008 .012 .016 .020 .012 
.004 .008 .012 .020 .025 . 008 (V51/2) 
. 004 .012 .016 .020 .020 .020 (V5弘)
.004 .008 .016 .016 .008 
.004 .008 .016 .020 .008 
Tab1e 7， Measurements of Fusulinela itadoγigawensis ISHII， sp. nov. and Fusulinella 
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Tunnle angle (degree) 












































































































































































































34 Ken-ichi ISHII 
Table 7. (continued) 
Fl.lsulinela iyoensu ISHII， sp. nov. 
Vol.1 Radius vector (mm.) I 
n0・IV1 2 -3 4 5 6 7 I 
6 I .098 .180 .279 .443 .689 .967 
61/2 I .082 .148 .246 .410 .622 .885 1.016(V61/2) 
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Fusulinella iyoensis ISHII， sp. nov. 
2 I PF1087 I .049 .066 .114 .164 .246 .279 - I .012 .025 .041 .062 .082 .037 -
2 1 PF1_079 1 .033 .066 .098 .164 .213 .279 . 9 (V6Yz) 1 .012 .020 .029 .062 .070 .082 .025(V6Yz) 
Table 8. Measurements of Fusulinella simρlicata simplicata TORIY AMA， F. simplicata 
F. simplicata var.ョandF. simplicata var. s. 
Fusulinella simplicata simplicata T'ORIYAMA 
Vol. Radlus vector (mm.) -Lo. Reg. no. Pl. Fig. L. W. R. P. V1 2 3 4 5 6 no. 
40 PF1093 9. 5 2.952 I 1.558 1.90 .148 5 .131 .213 .361 .541 .820 一
2 PF1179 9. 4 3.116 1.681 1.93 .131 5 .148 .262 .410 .607 .902 一
29 PF1089 9. 7 2.870 1.434 2.00 .131 51h .114 .197 .311 .458 .656 .787(V5Yz) 
2 PF1082b 一 2.788 : 1.353 2.06 .110 6 .082 .148 .230 .377 .508 .705 
38 PF1088 9. 8 2.419十 1.722 り .131 51/2 .114 .197 .328 .525 .754 . 934(V5Yz) . 
Fusulinela simplicata onoi ISHII， subsp. nov. 
*PF1090 2 9. 14 3.444 1.845 1.87 .180 51/2 .148.246.393.590.8691.016(V5%% ) 
38 PF1092 9. 13 3.731 1.968 1.90 .164 51/2 .148 .230 .361 .557 .885 1.033(V5Yz) 
2 PF1102 9. 19 3.362 1.845 1.82 .148 6 .131 .213 .344 .508 .738 .951 
2 PF1104 9. 16 2.911 1.476 1.'9マ .1.64 51h .114 .197 .328 .458 .705 .770(V5Vz) 
2 PF1105 9. 11 2.870 ? 1.599 1.79 .164 5Vz .131 .230 .361 .541 .738 . 885(V5Yz) 
2 PF1091 9. 17 2.501 1.394 1.79 .131 51/2 .114 .197 .295 .458 .656 .738(V5Vz) 2 PF1100 9. 10 2.706 1.353 2.00 .164 5 .131 .213 .328 .492 .705 一
2 PF1106 9. 12 3.116 1.517 2.05 .148 5 .131 .213 .344 .557 .820 一
2 PF1101 9. 18 3.198 1.681 1.90 .148 5Yz .131 .197 .328 .492 .754 . 918(V5Yz) 38 PF1107 10. 2 2.050 1.189 1.79 .114 5 .114 .180 .295 .443 .639 一
凶
62 PF1099 9. 15 2.870 1.476 1.94 .180 5 .131 .197 .295 .448 .689 一
2 PFI074 10. 1 3.116 1.476 2.11 .131 51h .114 .180 .295 .458 .689 . 803 (5V1h) 
Fusulinids fγom the Middle Upper Carboniferous Itadorigawa Group 35 
Ratio of Hl/Rv. 
V1 2 3 4 15 6 7 
1.2 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.0 
1.4 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.0(V6~2) 
Tunnel angle (degree) 
I V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11 22 22 29 34 56 
22 29 30 46 
21 25 31 
17 17 32 34 39 
25 25 31 34 43 
18 30 32 41 43 
16 24 20 24 37 49 (V5~2) 
10 21 24 25 36 46 -
13 20 35 38 
21 26 32 41 
17 19 25 30 45 
20 20 21 42 
30 30 47 86 
21 23 24 25 36 
19 19 24 30 43 
26 36 49 
14 17 21 23 34 39 (V5~2) 
24 28 34 43 
、ーー 20 3'0 38 一 一
19 23 28 28 38 
23 27 28 40 40 
onoi ISHII， subsp. nov.， 
Ratio of Hl/Rv. 
V1 2 3 4 s 6 
1.1 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.8 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 
1.1 1.3 1・4 1.4 1.7 1.9(V5lj2) 
1.0 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.0 
1.0 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 
1.0 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.6(V51/2) 
0.8 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8(V5~2) 
1.1 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.9 1.8 
1.3 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.9(V51/2) 
1.1 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6(V51/2) 
1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.7(V51/2) 
1.3 1.5 1.6 1.7 2.0 
1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.0 
1.0 1.3 1.6 1 . 6 1.5 1 . 7 (V51/2) 
1.1 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.6 
1.3 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.1 
1.1 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.9 
36 








Lo. Reg. no. 
40 PF1093 
Ken-ichi ISHII 
Table 8. (continued) 
Fusulinella simplicata var.α 
Pl. Fiι | L. I W. R. 
9. 1 2.747 1.681 1.63 
9. 2 2.583 ? 1.47，6 1.75 
9. 3 2.337 1.271 1.84 
9. 6 2.419 1.271 1.90 
Fusulijγぱlαsiγ吟
8. 27 2.296 1.189 1.92 
8. 26 2.050 .984 2.08 
8. 28 2.131 1.148 1.86 
Table 8. (continued) 








Fusulinella simplicata simplicata TORIYAMA 
Height of vulution (mm.) 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 V1 
.066 .082 .148 .180 .246 .020 
2 PFl179' I .066 .098 .148 .197 .295 ー』 I .012 
29 PF1089 .049 .082 .114 .148 .197 .213(V51/Z) .012 
2 PF1082b .033 .066 .098 .148 .148 .197 .008 
38 ， PF10S8 .049 .082 .148 .180 .230 .279(V51z) .012 
Fusulinella simρlicata onoi ISHII， subsp. nov. 
2 *PF1090 .066， .098 .148 .2][3 m 側 V52.020 38 PF1092 .066 .082 .131 .213 . ~95 .279(V5Vz) .012 
PF1102 2 .049 .082 .131 .180 .230 .213 .012 
2 PF1104 .049 .082 .131 . J.48 .230 .213 I .012， 
2 PF1105 .049 .082 .131 .164 . ~13 .246(V51/Z) .012 2 PF1091 .049 .082 .098 .148 .213 -- .012 
2 PF1100 .0661 .082 .114 .164 .213 一 i .02@ 
2 PF1106 .049 ~082 .131 .213 .262 - .012 
2 PF1101 .049 .082 .114 .180 .262 . 279(V51z) .020 
38 PFI107 .049 .082 .114 .148 .1.9'7 一 .012， 
62 PF1099 .066 .082 .098 .148 .230 -- .033 
2 PF1074 .049 .066 .114 .164 .230 .246(V51z) .012 
Fusulinella simplicata var.α 
41 PF1094 .049 .066 .098 .164 .213 .230 .012 
2 PF1103 .049 .049 .082 .148 .180 .262 .008 
2 PFI095 .066 .082 .114 .180 .213 一 .012 
29 PF1098a .066 .082 .114 .180 .246 一 .012 
Fusul仇ellasimplicata var. s 
2 PF1085a .049 .066 .082 .114 .164 .008 
2 PF1075 .033 .066 .082 .114 .148 .008 
2 PF1096 ， .049 .049， .，066 .098 .131 .148 I .008 
Radius v，ector -(mm.) 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 
.098 .164 .262 .426 .639 .869 
.'08'2 .131 .213 .3'61 .541 .787 
.114 .197 .311 .492 .705 一
.114 .180 .311 .475 .721 一
.098 .164 .246 .377 -- 一
.082 .148 .246 .508 -- 一
.082 .131 .197 .426 .590ム
Thickness Qf sp1rotheca (mm.) 
2 3 4 5 6 
.033 .049 .053 .057 一
.029 .045 .053 .062 一
.020 .029 .037 .041 .025(V51z) 
.016 .029 .033 .041 .033 
.025 .033 .062 . 045 .029(V51/z引
.029 .037 .049 . '062 . 020(V51/z) 
.041 .049 .062 .098 .045(V5l1z) r 
.029 .037 .053 .066 .033 
.029 .033 .053 .074 .033 
.025 .045 .053 .066 . 037 (V5弘)
.016 .039 .049 . 049 . 020(V51z) 
.02⑪ .037 .033 .016 -
.025 .029 .062 .049 ー
.029 .041 .062 .057 .041(V5弘)
.o.20 .033 .053 .025 ー
.037 .041 .062 .016 -
.020 .029 .025 .057 .025(V51/z) 
.012 .033 .049 .062 .025 
.012 .02S .041 .062 .016 。.037 .041 .016 一
.020 .041 .045 .020 --
.012 .025 .029 .033 ー
.016 .029 .033 .033 一
.012 .020 .025 .029， .016 I 
Fusulinids fγ047t the Middle U鈴 erCωb07lifeγous !tadoγigα:wa Gγoup 37 
F Ratio of Hl/Rv. 
I V1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.3 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.5 
1.0 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7 
1.1 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.7 



























Tunnel angle (degree) 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 
18 28 34 37 
20 20 21 31 34 
13 23 22 33 35 
18 21 15 23 31 
26 30 33 37 
24 20 31 38 44 
21 20 31 41 49 
28 25 23 30 35 
10 21 24 30 45 
22 29 29 33 47 
• 22 29 31 34 42 
20 25 27 38 62 
26 24 30 51 
17 25 27 37 
1'5 27 30 3] 30 
31 31 34 35 
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Fusulinella pygmaea ISHII， sp. nov. 
Lo.1 Reg. no. P'l.Fig. L. W. R. P. 
Vol. Radius vectol" (mm.) 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 no. 
44 PF1058b 10. 9 1.361 .672 2.03 一 6 .049 .082 .114 .164 .246 .377 
35 PFl143 10. 17 1.574? .787 2.00 一 51/2 .066 .098 .164 .262 .377 .426(V5Y2) 
57 PFl137a I 10. 13 1.377? .705 1.95 .053 6 .049 .082 .114 .180 .262 .361 一
57 PFl136a 10. 14 1.295 .574 2.26 .057 4Y2 .066 .114 .180 .262 .328(V41/2)一
44 PF1153 10. 19 1.557 .705 2.21 一 6 一 .082 .114 .180 .262 .377 
60 PFl154 10. 15 1.475? .721 2.05 .053 5Y2 .049 .098 .148 .246 .344 .393(V51/2) 
57 PF1137c 10. 18 .836 .410 1.96 .053 41/2 .049 .082 .131 .197 .230 (V 4;2)一
60 PFl156 10. 8 1.115 .622 1.79 .037 5Y2 .049 .082 .131 .197 .279 .361(V5弘)
73 *PFl152 10.10，11 I 1.082 .525 2.06 .041 51/2 .049 .066 .114 .164 .2416 .295(V51/2 
Tahle 9. Measurements of Fusulineila pygmaea JSHII， sp. nov. and F. 
Fusulinella elegantula ISHII， sp. nov. 
62 I*PF1144 10. 25 2.009 1.025 1.96 .041 7 .049 .082 .114 .197 .295 .426 .557 
51 PF1139 10. 24 2.501 1.107 2.26 .045 7 .066 .098 .148 .230 .328 .443 .607 
62 PF1145a 10. 28 1.968 .902 2.18 .057 6 .066 .114 .164 .246 .344 .492 一
62 PF1145b 10. 21 2.050 .943 2.17 6 .082 .148 .230 .361 .508 --
62 PF1147b 10. 22 2.131 .943 2.26 1.066 6% .082 .098 .131 .197 .311 .458 .525(V6%) 
62 PF1148 10. 23 2.173 1.066 2.03 .053 7 .066 .082 .148 .213 .311 .443 .574 
62 PF1149 10. 32 1.722 .902 1.83 .041 6 .066 .114 .180 .262 .377 .525 
51 PF1140 10. 27 1.968 1.066 1.85 .057 61/2 .066 .082.131.213.328.475.557(V6%) 
51 PFl141 10. 31 2.173 1.148 1.89 7 .082 .131 . 2，]~3 .311 .4158 .'590 
51 PF1142 10. 26 2.706? .984 2.75 61/2 .049十.9?2.13! . ?13 .311 .443 .541(V6%) 
62 PF1196b 10. 30 一 1.049 一 .053 7 .066 .098 .148 .213 .295 .410 .5'57 
62 PF1150a 10. 29 一 .984 一 .041 + I 6Y21 .049 .098 .148 .230 .328 .443 .508 



























Table 9. (continued) 
Fusulinella pygmaea ISHII， sp. nov. 
Height of volution (mm.) 
V1 2 3 4 5 (9 7 
.016 .033 .033 .049 .066 .131 --
.033 .033 .066 .098 .114 .131(V5Y2) 
.016 .016 .033 .049 .082 .098 --
.033 .033 .066 .098 .098(V41;2)一一 .033.049 .066 .082 .114 --
.083 .033 .066 .082 .li4 .114(V5Yz) 
.033 .033 .049 .066 . 066 (V 4Y2)一
.016 .033 .049 .066 .098 .114(V51;2) 


















































































































































.033 .033 .049 .066 .098 .131 .131 
.033 .033 .049 .082 .098 .114 .180 
.033， .033 .049 .082 .098 .148 
.033 .049 .066 .082 .131 .148 
. g~~ . g~~ . g4~ . g~<? .11~ "，131 .148(V6%) 
.033 .033 .049 .082 .082 .131 .131 
.033 .049 .066 .082 .131 .131 
.033 .033 .066 .082 .114 .164 .164 
ー .033.066 .082 .114 .148 .148 
ー .0~3 .049 .066 .114 .131 .131(V6Yz) 
.033 .033 .049 .066 .082 .131 .148 















































































































Fusulinids tγom the Middle Uppe:γCαγboniferous Itαdoγigα:wαGγoup 39 
elegαntula ISHII. sp. nov. 
Ratio of HljRv 
I V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.6 1.8 
1.2 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.8(V5l1z) 
1.0 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.1 1.8 'iー. 
1.3 1.4 1.7 1.9 2. O(V 412)一
1.2 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.1 一
1.3 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.9(V5Yz) 
0.7 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.9(V4Yz)一
0.7 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6(V51Iz) 
0.7 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9(V5Yz) 
1.3 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.8 
1.3 1.3 1.7 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.2 
1.3 1.3 1.7 1.7 2.0 2.0 
1.4 1.7 2.0 1.9 2.0 
0.8 1.0 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.1(V6弘)
1.3 1.2 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.0 
1.0 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.7 
0.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.8(V6l1z) 
1.2 1.5 1.7 2.1 2.0 1.9 
1.3 1.42.02.22.22.22.6(V6Yz) 
Tunnel angle (degree) Septal count 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 15 16 20 一
18 18 一 一
11 20 21 一
9 11 18 21 (V41Iz)一
h 12 11 19 一 一
13 20 17 24 25(V5V2) 
10 13 一 一
12 15 一 一
18 19 27 (V5V2) 
8 9 10 17 21 (V6Yz) ‘ 
10 11 16 25 18 
14 17 23 26 
15 19 17 20 
' 14 18 17 20 24(V6Yz) 
15 14 22 16 a圃圃圃圃・・ 圃ー'園田司 ーーー ーーー 昌一ーー 一ー ーーー ーーー ーー・，-
11 14 17 17 23 
16 16 18 25 26 
12 14 18 19 19 
18 18 24 19 
6 10 15 18 19 24 
一 .闘聞・回・・ l 6 8 12 14 18 22 13 (V61h) 
40 Ken-ichi ISHII 
Table 10. Measurements of Fusulinella bocki bocki MりLLER，F. bocki rotunda ISHIl， subsp. F.lOV. 
Fusulinella bocki bocki MOLLER 
Vol. Radius vector (mm.) 
Lo. Reg. no. Pl.Fig. L. W. R. P. 
(1 
no. V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
51 PF1157 11. 2 2.870 1.599 1.79 .114 61z .098 .148 .246 .361 .525 .738 .52(V6Yz) 
62 PF1164 11. 5 2.829 1.763 1.60 .114 61/2 .114 .180 .279 .410 .607 .820 .951{V6Yz) 
61 PF1161 11. 1 2.870 1.640 1.75 .131 6 .114 .180 .279 .443 .622 .885 一 一
62 PF1165 11. 8 2.788 1.640 1 1.70 .098 6 .098 .148 .262 .410 .622 .869 一 一
62 PF1150b 11.13 2.788 1.599. 1.74 .114 .6 .131 .197 .279 .410 .622 .'852 一 一
51 PF1158 11. 7 2.911 1.558 1.87 .098 6 .082 .148 .246 .377 .574 .820 一 一
62 PF1128b 11.10 3.075 1.681 1.83 .098 61/2 .082 .148 .246 .393 .557 .754 .902(V61/z) 
62 PF1167a 一一 2.419 1.640 1.50 .114十 6 .098 .164 .279 .426 .607 .869 一一
2 PF1080 11.12 23 .214 1.517 1.46 .114 6 .098 .164 .279 .443 .656 .820 一一
51 PF1159 11.11 .034 1.517 2.00 .114 61/2 .082 .148 .230 .344 .492 .672 .852{V6:1h) 
45 PF1190 11. 9 2.501 1.640 1.53 .098 8 .082 .114 .180 .262 .377 .508 .689 .852 
60 PF1174 11. 3 1.968 1.558 1.26 .098 7 .082 .131 .2'13 .311 .458 .622 .885 -
60 PF1200b 11. 6 2.091 1.681 1.24 .082+ 7 .066 .131 .23Q .344 .492 .672 .803 -
68 PF1187 11. 4 2.542 1.353 1.88 .131 51/2 .114 .180 .295 .377 .622 .754(V51z)一
Fusulinella bocki rotunda ISHII， subsp. nov. 
60 *PF1176 11.15 3.075 2.091 1.47 .148 7Y2 .098 .164 .262 .377 .541 . 738 1~000 1.082(V7Y2) 
60 FF1181 11.18 2.542 1.763 1.44 .164 61h .131 .197 .311 .458 .607 .820 .967(¥161z) 
60 PF1182 12. 5 2.542 1.845 1.38 .164 61z .114 .197 .295 .443 .622 .820 1.016(V61z) 
60 PF1177 I 11.16 3.157 1.927 1.63 .180 6 .164 .262 . 377 . 541 . 738 1.000 - -
60 PF1180 11.17 3.116? 1.968? 1.51 .164 6 .148 .246 .377 .525 .738 .984 - 一
51 PF1160 12. 3 2.419 1.558 1.55 .164 5Yz .164 .262 .361 .508 .705 .820(V51z)一
62 PF1169 12. 2 2.214 1.558 1.42 .131 6 .114 .197 .295 .443 .590 .852一一
61 PF1162 12. 4 2.542 1.64-0 1.55 .164 6 .131 .197 .295 .443 .622 .'885 ー 一
60 PF1184 12. 6 1.517 1.230 1.20 .148 5 .114 .197 .311 .443 .672ー 一 一
62 PF1170 12. 1 2.296 1.558 1.47 .148 6 .148 .213 .295 .426 .607 .820 一 一
Fusulinella bocki biconijormis ISHII， subsp. nov. 
62 PF1172 12.13 3.034 1.763 1.72 .114 7 .082 .131 .230 .328 .475 .656 .902 -
60 PF1183 . 12.17 3.362 1.927 1.74 .082 7Y2 .082 .131 .213 .344 .508 .656 .869 1.016(V7Yz 
60 PF1178 12. 9 2.993 1.927 1.55 .082 8 .082 .131 .197 .311 .443 .607 .853 1.016 
60 *PF1072 12.10 3.116 2.091 1.49 一 8 一 .098 .164 .262 .393 .557 .820' 1 i098 
60 PFl185 12. 8 2.665 1.722 1.44 .082+ 7 .082 .148 .246 .361 .475 .639 .885 一
60 PF1186 12.12 2.'542 1.722 1.48 .082 6弘 .066 .131 .213 .344 .525 .803 .885(V61/2) 
62 PF1278a 12.11 2.665 1.845 1.44 一 7 .082 .148 .230' .361 .525 .738 .967 -
65 PF1191 12.16 3.608? 1.804 2.00 .082 6Y2 .098 .164 .2，79 .410 .607 .852 1.016(V6Y2) 
62 PF1171 12.15 2.829 1.722 1.64 .049十 7 .066 .114 .180 .279 .443 .672 .869 -
61 PF1163 12.14 2.911 1.886 l..54 一 7 一 .131 .213 .344 .'508 .721 .984 -
Lo.IReg. no. 
'51 I PF1157 
62 I PF1164 
61 I PF1161 
62 I PF1165 
62 I PF1150b 
51 I PF1158 
62 I PF1128b 
62 I PF1167a 
2 I PF1080 
51 I PF1159 
45 I PF1190 
60 l' PF1174 
60 I PF12DOb 
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FU$ulinids fiγom the Middle Upper Carbonijerous Itadorigaωa Grozψ 41 
and F. bocki biconiformis ISHII. subsp. nov. 
Ratio of Hl/Rv 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1.0 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.7(V61z) 
1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.5(V61z) ... 喧
1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.7 
0.8 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.5 一 一
0.9 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 一 一
1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.8 一一
1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7(V61/2) 
1.2 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.3 
1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.3 ?一一
1.0 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 1.8(V61h)‘ 
1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 
1.0 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 ー
1.0 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 一
1.0 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.7(V51h)一
1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4(V71/2) 
1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3(V61/2) 
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3(V61/2) 
1.0 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.3 l.6 一一
1.1 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.6 一一
1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.5(V5lj2)一
1.3? 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.3 
1.0 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.4 
1.1 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1 
0.9 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.4 
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.7 
1.0 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.9(V71z) 
0.8 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.5 
1.0 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.5 
1.2 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.4(V61/2) 
1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 -
0.8 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6 1. 7 (¥761z) 
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Tunnel angle (degree) 
8 I V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
25 27 22 25 29 
18 14 17 20 29 
16 22 22 34 33 
13 18 19 26 27 
16 19 19 26 34 40 
22 22 25 30 37 
17 18 23 23 28 34 31 (V6%) 
11 19 17 20 32 一 一
22 24 24 38 一 一
16 20 26 35 42 42 (V61h) 
.033 I 16 16 19 20 21 28 
13 14 16 14 18 17 
16 14 15 18 22 23 
21 26 25 36 
42 Ken-ichi ISHII 
Table 10. (continued) 
FusulinelLa bocki rotunda ISHII， subsp. nov. 
1，0. Reg. no. 
Height of volution (mm.) Thickness of spirotheca (mm.) 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
60 *PFl176 .049 .066 .082 .131 .164 .197 .262 .213(V711z) .016 .020 .029 .041 .066 .082 .090 
60 PFl181 .066 .082 .114 .131 .164 .213 . 230(V61z) .012 .016 .037 .053 .057 .070 .062 
60 PFl182 .049 .082 .098 .148 .180 .213 .246(V61z) .016 .033， .045 .053 .074 .082 .053 
60 PFl177 .066 .098 .131 .164 .197 .262 一 一 .020 .025 .045 .053 .070 .053ー
60 PF1180 .066 .098 .131 .164 .197 .246 一 .0'16 .037 .062 .062 .062 .020 -
51 PFl160 .082 .082 .098 .131 .197 .180(V51z) - .012 .033， .041 .062 .041 . D29(V5:1!z) 
62 PF1169 .049 .082 .098 .148 .148 .246 一 一 .012 .020 .041 .037 .053 .025 一
61 PFl162 .049 .066 .098 .148 .180 .246 一 一 .016 .020 .037 .049 .049 .020 一
60 PFl184 .049 .082 .114 .131 .230 - 一 一 .016 .033 .045 .053 .037 一 一
62 PFl170 .066 .066 .082 .148 .180 .213 一 一 .012 .020 .025 .041 .053 .041 一























































































































































































Table 11. Measurements of Fusulinella spp. 
Fusulinella spp. 
Vo1. Radius vector (mm.) Lo. Reg. no. PI. Fig. L. w. R. P. no. V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 PF1247 10. 5 3.516 1.722 2.05 .066 6% .066 .131 .230 .361 .541 . 770 .934(V61z) 
39 PF1248 10. 7 3.075 1.558 1.97 .082 61z .082 .148 .213 .344 .508 .721 .820(V61z) 
2 PF1249 10. 6 3.239 1.681 1.93 一 61z .082 .148 .230 .361 .541 .770 .934(V61z) 
Lo.1 Reg. ~o.1 Vl Height of volution (mm.) Thickness of spirotheca (mm.) 2 3 4 5 6 7 V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 PF1247 .~~~ .g~? .g~~ .131 .197 .230 .230(V61/z) .008 .012 .033 .041 .041 .074 .033V(61z) 39 PF1248 .033.049.082.114180.213.180(V6%) .008.016.025.049.074.078.020(V6% %) 
2 I PF1249 ー .066.082 .131 .180 .213 .279èv6~) - .016 .，029 .041 .045 .078 .029(V6，%) 
Fusulinids fiγom the Middle Upper Carboniferous Itadorigawaφoup 
Tunnel angle (degree) 
8 1. V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
.029(V7Vz) 19 18 17 20 20 23 26 
(V6Vz) 18 18 16 19 24 26 (V61z) 
(V61/Z) 16 17 23 21 28 31 19(V6Vz) 
19 25 31 33 23 
20 20 26 36 28 
26 24 19 21 23 
22 26 29 31 
15 13 21 23 24 28 
17 22 20 20 24 
25 21 19 24 32 22 
19 [3 17 18 25 33 
.025(V7Vz) 10 20 23 22 30 28 
.041 21 16 17 17 20 22 
.041 16 16 16 25 26 
10 17 20 22 27 32 
(V61/Z) 22 24 18 26 32 
16 18 17 20 24 
(V61z) 13 20 20 23 26 32(V6Vz) 
13 20 28 22 32 
18 16 21 22 29 --
Ratio of Hl/Rv 
V1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1.3 1.3 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.1 1.8(V61/Z) 
1.0 1.2 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9(V6Vz) 
1.0 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7(V6弘)
Tunnel angle (degree) 
V1234567 
15 26 30 45 51 
11 18 22 25 40 







Explanation of Plate VI 
page 
Eostaffella sp. cfr. Eostaffella bigemmicula (IGo)， 1957............................ 2 
Figs. 1-3， 5. Axial sections. 1・3x 72， 5 x 90. 
1， (PF 1218)， loc. 32. 
2， (PF 1067b)， loc. 37. 
3， (PF 1223)， loc. 20. 
5， (PF 1196)， loc， 62. 
Fig 4. Tangential section， (PF 1147a)， loc 62. x 72. 
Eostaffella sp. ............................................................ 2 
Fig. 6. Tangential section， (PF 1221)， loc. 37. X 72. 
Millerella ? sp. .......................................................... 4 
Figs. 7， 8. .It¥.xial sections. al x 72. 
7， (PF 1194a)， loc. 57. 
8， (PF 1207b)， Ioc. ditto. 
Fig. 9. rrangential section， (PF 1193b)， loc. 62. x 72. 
Pseudoendothyra ? sp. .................................................... 1 
Figs. 10， 12， 13. Ohlique sections. al x 20. 
10， (PF 1243)， loc. 2. 
12， (PF 1245)， Ioc. ditto. 
13， (PF 1246)， loc. ditto. 
Fig. 11. Sagittal section， (PF 1244)， loc. 2. Y 20. 
Pseudoendothyra sp. ........................................................ 1 
Fig. 14. Tangential section， (PF 1275)， Ioc. 2. X 40. 
46 
Explanation of Plate VI (continued) page 
Ozawa仇ella angulata (COLANI)， 1924 ............' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Fig. 15. 1'angential section， (PF 1256d)， loc. 57. x40. 
Figs. 16， 17. i¥xial sections. al x 40. 
16， (PF 1254)， loc. 44. 
17， (PF 1253)， loc. 57. 
Figs. 18， 19， 22. Oblique sections. al x 40. 
18， (PF 1257)， loc. 44. 
19， (PF 1010b)， loc. ditto. 
22， (PF 1136b)， loc. 57. 
Figs. 20， 21. Sagittal sections. al x 40. 
20， (PF 1034b)， loc. 73. 
21， (PF 1030b)， loc. 35. 
Eoschubertella toriyamai ISHII， sp. nov. .................................... 5 
Figs. 23， 24， 28， 2~， 34. Oblique sections. al x 40. 
23， (PF 1205)， loc. 32. 
24， (PF 1022b)， loc. ditto. 
28， (PF 1210)， loc. 57. 
29， (PF 1256e)， loc. ditto. 
34， (PF 1203)， loc. 35. 
Fig. 25. Sagittal section， (PF 1132a)， loc. 73. x40. 
Fig. 31. ~""{ial section of the holotype (PF 1098b)， loc. 35. x40. 
Figs. 26， 27， 30， 32， 33， 35・37. Axial sections. al x40. 
26， (PF 1207a)， loc. 57. 
27， (PF 1208)， loc. 43. 
30， (PF 1276)， loc. 29. 
32， (PF 1202)， loc. 35. 
33， (PF 1209)， loc. 57. 
35， (PF 1217)， loc. 20. 
36， (PF 1216)， loc. 32. 
37， (PF 1215a)， loc. 57. 
E'oschubertella sp. cfr. Eoschubertellaμta (LEE et CHEN)， 1930 .................. 6 
Figs. 38-40. Axial sections. al x 40. 
38， (PF 1199)， loc. 43. 
39， (PF 1214)， loc. 73. 
40， (PF 1200a)， loc. 60. 
Eosckubertella sp. cfr. Eoschubertellαobscura (LEE et CHEN)， 1930 . ，. . . . . . . . . . . 8
Figs. 41-43. Axial sections. al x 40. 
41， (PF 1198)， loc. 73. 
42， (PF 1204)， loc. 35. 
43， (PF 1212)， loc. 73. 
Fig. 44. Oblique section， (PF 1195b)， loc. 73. x 40. 
Fusiella typica sparsa SHENG， 1958. (See also Pl. VII， Figs. 1-15， 17， 18) ・・・・・・・I • • • • 9 
Figs. 45， 46. Axial sections. al x 40. 
45， (PF 1215b)， loc. 57. 
46， (PF 1238)， loc. 31. 
10・14，30 are from the Itl fossil zone， 1・3，6-8， 15-29， 31圃39，41・46from the 
It2 fossil zone and 4， 5， 9， 40 from the It3 fossil zone of the Itadorigawa group at 
Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Ehime Prefecture， Shikoku. All specimens here 
. inustrated are collected by I{. ISHII and are deposited in the Department of Geosci-

























































Explanation of Plate VII 
page 
Fusiella typica sparsa SHENC， 1958. (See also Pl. VI， Figs. 45， 46). . . . . .，・・・・・・・・ 9 
Figs. 2， 4， 6， 8， 11， 12， 13， 14， 18. Axial sections. al x40. 
2， (PF 1224)， loc. 62. 
4， (PF 1225)， loc. ditto. 
6， (PF 1266b)， loc. 32. 
8， (PF 1127b)， loc. 44. 
11， (PF 1025b)， loc. ditto. 
12， (PF 1237)， loc. 31. 
13， (PF 1226)， loc. 61. 
14， (PF 1256b)， loc. 57. 
18， (PF 1256a)， loc. ditto. 
Figs. 1， 5， 7， 15， 17. Tangential sections. al x40. 
1， (PF 1266a)， loc. 32. 
5， (PF 1137b)， loc. 57. 
7， (PF 1258b)， loc. 44. 
15， (PF 1234)， loc. 35. 
17， (PF 1277)， loc. 62. 
Figs. 9. Oblique section， (P F 1278a)， loc. 62. x 40. 
Figs. 3， 10. Sagittal sections. al x 40. 
3， (PF 1265)， loc. 51. 
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1，5-8，11，12，14-16，18-29，31四33are from the It2 fossii zone and 2-4， 9，10，13， 
17， 30 from the It3 fossil zone of the ltadorigawa group at ltadorigawa， Kurosegawa-
village， Ehime Prefecture， Shikoku. All specimens here illusrtated are collected 















































































































Explanation of Plate VIII 
page 
Fusulinella 1ninutissinza ISHII， sp. nov. (See also Pl. VII， Figs. 20-33)............ 10 
Figs. 1・6，Axial sections. 4 x 40， other figureき x15. 
1， (PF 1219)， loc. 35. 
2， (PF 1252)， loc. ditto. 
3， (PF 1251)， loc. 44. 
4， 5， same specimen (PF 1195c)， loc. 73. 
6， (PF 1250)， loc. 32. 
Fusulinella itadorigawensis ISHII， sp. nov. ................................ .".. 11 
Figs. 7・9，11・15，16回 19，21・23，25・_t¥xialsections. al x 15. 
7， (PF 1114)， loc. 2. 
8， (PF 1082a)， loc. ditto. 
9， (PF 1116)， loc. ditto. 
11， (PF 1076)， loc. ditto. 
12， (PF 1109)， loc. ditto. 
13" (PF 1083)， loc. ditto. 
14， (PF 1117)， loc. ditto. 
15， (PF 1086)， loc. ditto. 
16， (PF 1118)， loc. 29. 
17， (PF' 1084)， loc. 2. 
18， (P'F 1078a)， loc. ditto. 
19， (PF 1111)， loc. 41. 
21， (PF 1078b)， loc. 2. 
22， (pF 1112).， loc. ditto. 
23， (PF 1085b)， loc. ditto. 
25， (PF 1113)， loc. 29. 
Fig. 10. Axial section of the holotype (PF 1077)， loc. 2、 x15. 
Fig. 20. Tangential section， (PF 1081)， loc. 38. X 15. 
Fig. 24. Oblique section， (PF 1110)， loc. 29. x15. 
Fusulinella simplicata var. f3 ..•.............................................. 19 
Fig，s. 26-28. Axial sectiolls. al x 15. 
26， (pF 1075)， loc. 2. 
27， (PF 1085a)， loc. ditto. 
28， (PF 1096)， loc. ditto. 
1圃6are from the 1 t2 fossil zone and アー2'8from the It1 fossil zone of the Ita圃
dorigawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa・viHage，Ehime Prefecture， Shiko'ku. 
All specimens here illustrated are coUected by K. ISHII and are aep@slIted in the 









































Explanation of Plate IX 
page 
Fusulinella simplicata var.α. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 叫. . e_ • .1 • • • • • • •• 18 
Figs. 1-3， 6. A.xial scctions. al x 15. 
1， (PF 1094)， loc. 41. 
2， (PF 1103)， loc. 2. 
3， (PF 1095)， loc. ditto. 
6， (PF 1098a)， loc. 29. 
Fusulinella simρlicata s'Implicata TORIYAMA， 1958. ............................ 15 
Figs. 4， 5， 7-9. Axial sections. al x 15. 
4， (PF 1179)， loc. 2. 
5， (PF 1093)， loc. 40. 
7， (PF 1089)， loc. 29. 
8.， (PF 1088)， loc. 38. 
9， (PF 1262)， loc. 2. 
Fusulinella simplicata onoi ISHII， subsp. nov. (See also Pl. X， Figs.し2).......... 17 
Figs. 10， 12， 13， 15， 16， 18. Axial sections. al x 15. 
10， (PF 1100)， loc. 2. 
12， (PF 1106)， loc. ditto. 
13， (PF 1092)， loc. 38. 
15， (PF 1099)， loc. 62. 
16， (PF 1104)， loc. 2. 
18， (PF 1101)， loc. oitto. 
Fig. 14. _Axial section of the holotype (PF 1090)， loc. 2，. x 15. 
Figs. 11， 17， 19. Oblique sections. al x 15. 
11， (PF 1105)， loc. 2. 
17， (PF 1091)， loc. ditto. 
19， (PF 1102)， loc. dittQ. 
ト15，17陣 19are from the It1 fossH zone and 16 from the It3 fossil zone of the 
Itadorigawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-viIlage， Ehime Prefecture， Shikoku. 
All specimens here illustrated are collected by K. ISHII and are deposited in the 

















































































Explanation of Plate X 
page 
Fusulinela simplicata onoi ISHII， subsp. nov. (See also Pl. IX. Figs. 10・19)........ 17 
Figs. 1， 2. Oblique seetions. al x 15. 
1， (PF 1074)， loc. 2. 
2， (PF 1107)， loc. 38. 
Fusulinella iyoensis ISHII， sp. nov. .......................................... 14 
Fig. 3. Axial section of the holotype (PF 1087)， loc. 2. x 15. 
Fig. 4. Axial section， (PF 1079)， loc. ditto. X 15. 
Fusulinella spp. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '" . . . . . . 26 
Figs. 5， 7. Axial sections. al x 15. 
5， (PF 1247)， loc. 2. 
7， (PF 1248)， loc. 39. 
Fig. 6. Oblique section， (PF 1249)， loc. 2. X 15. 
Fusulinella pygmaea ISHII， sp. nov. .......................・・・・・・・・・・・，.，・・ E・E・ 19 
Figs. 8， 9， 12-15， 18. Axial sections. 8， 13 X 40， other figures X 15. 
8， (PF 1156)， loc. 60. 
9， (PF 1 058b)， ] oc.44. 
12， (PF 1226)， loc. 51. 
13， (PF 1137a)， loc. 57. 
14， (PF 1136a)， loc. ditto. 
15， (PF 1154)， loc. 60. 
18， (PF 1137c)， loc. 57. 
Figs. 10， 11. Axial sectlon of the holotype (PF 1152)， loc. 73. 10 x40， 11 X 15. 
Figs. 16， 19. Tangential sect~ons. al X 15. 
16， (PF 1003b)， loc. 44. 
19， (PF 115:3)， loc. ditto. 
Fig. 17. Oblique section， (PF 1143)， loc. 35. X 15. 
FuswZinella elegantula ISHII， sp. nov. .............................. U. • . . . • " 20 
Figs. 20， 21， 26， 31. Tangential sectiolls. al x 15. 
20， (PF 1269)， loc. 60. 
21， (PF 1145b)， loc. 62. 
26， (PF 1142)， loc. 51. 
31， (PF 1141)， loc. ditto. 
Figs. 22-24， 28. AXlal sectiolls. al X 15. 
22， (PF 1147b)， loc. 62. 
23， (PF. 1148)， loc. ditto. 
24， (PF 1139)， loc. 51. 
28， (PF 1145a)， loc. 62. 
Fig. 25. Axial section of the holotype (PF 1144)， loc. 62. X 15. 
Figs. 27， 32-34. Oblique sections. al X 15. 
27， (PF 1140)， loc. 51. 
32， (PF 1149)， loc. 62. 
33， (PF 1270)， loc. 51. 
34， (PF 1268)， loc. 32. 
Figs. 29， 30. Sagittal sections. al x 15. 
29， (PF 1150a)， loc. 62. 
30， (PF 1196b)， loc. ditto. 
1-7 are from the It1 fossil ZQne，仏11，13) 14， 16-1~9， 34 from the It2 fossil 
zone and 8， 12， 15， 20-33 from the It3 fossil zone of the Itadorigawa group at Ita-
dorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Ehime PEefecture， Shikoku. All specimens here 
illustrated are collected by K. ISHn and are deposited in the Department of Geosci 
ences， Osaka City lJniversity. 





























Explanation of Plate XI 
page 
Fusulinella bocki bocki恥1OLLER，1878. ...................， .. . . . • ，. . •. • . • . • • •. 22 
Figs. 1・8，10， 11， 13. Axial sections. al x 15. 
1， (P F 1161)， 1 oc. 61. 
2， (PF 1157)， loc. 51. 
3， (PF 1174)， loc. 60. 
4， (PF 1187)， loc. 68. 
5， (PF 1164)， loc. 62. 
6， (PF 1200b)， loc. 60. 
7， (PF 1158)， loc. 51. 
8， (PF 1165)， loc. 62. 
10， (PF 1128b)， loc. ditto. 
11， (PF" 1159)， loc. 51. 
13， (PF 1150b)， loc. 62. 
Figs. 9， 12. Obliqtl.e sections. al )< 15. 
9， (PF 11'90)， loc. 45. 
12， (PF 1080) loc. 2. 
Fusulinella bocki rotunda ISB!!， subsp. nov. (See also Pl. XII， Figs. 1-7) .......... 24 
Fig. 14. Sagittal section， (PF 1271)， loc. 60. x 15. 
Fig. 15. Axial section of th.e holotype (PF 1176)， loc. 60. x 15. 
Figs. 16-18. Oblique sections. al x 15. 
1o， (PF 1177)， loc. 60. 
17， (PF 1180)， loc. ditto. 
18， (PF 1181)， loc. ditto. 
1-11， 13陣 18are from the It3 fossil zone a，nd 12 from the Itl fossil zone of the 
Itadorigawa group at Itadorigawa， Kurosegawa-village， Ehime Prefecture， Shikoku. 
All specimens here illustrated are collected by K. ISHII and are deposited in the 





















Explanation of Plate XII 
hMiZ2b:!?でfJZAsuytf;;:(Seedso PlXL Figs 1418)faz 
1， (PF 1170)， loc. 62. 
2， (PF 1169)， loc. ditto. 
3， (PF 1160)， loc. 51. 
4， (PF 1162)， loc. 61. 
5， (PF 1182)， loc. 60. 
6， (PF 1184)， l'Uc. ditto. 
7， (PF 127の， Ioc. 61. 
FUSufin?ffab0CMbiconifbmis ISHIL subsp.nov. 
Figs・ 9， 16. Oblique sections. al ×11 ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・.，.25 
9， (PF 1178)， Ioc. 60. 
16; (PF 1191)， loc. 65. 
F!g10 Tangential section of the holotype (PF1072)，loc.60 ×15. 
FIgs.8，11，14.Tangential sections.all-×15. 
8， (PF 1185)， loc. 60. 
11， (PF 1278a)， loc. 62. 
14， (PF 1163)， Ioc. 61. 
Figs. 12， 1 J '1 1 5， 17. AxiaI sections. aH x 15. 
12， (PF 1186)， loc. 60. 
13， (PF 1172)， loc. 62. 
15， (PF 1171)， Ioc. ditto. 
17， (PF 1183)， Ioc. 60. 
147are from th?Et3fossil zone of the IMorilgawa group at Ttadodgawh 
egawa-village，Ehlme Prefecture，Shikoku-Ali specimens 
乱立121ZvこirIIand are deposiMin the Depamnt tzei立:;:?
}{， ISHII: FU$ulinids from the 1 t"dorigawa Group Pl~te XII 
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